
















































Crohn’s! disease! (CD)! has! a! distinct! feature! of!mesenteric! adipose!



















mesenteric!AT! (mean=29,!SD=20)! than!control! (mean=19,!SD=12).!
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Hypoxia! inducible! factorR1! (HIF1)! staining! was! higher! in! CD!
mesenteric! AT! (n=22,! 67%)! than! control! (n=18,! 22%)! (Χ2(2)=11.2,!
p<0.01).! RTRPCR! array! confirmed! that! 47! (56%)! of! the! angiogenic!
genes!were!>2Rfolds!downRregulated!in!CD!mesenteric!AT.!Correlation!
matrix! showed! significantly! more! negative! correlations! in! CD!






pg/mg,!SD=43)! and! (mean=57!pg/mg,!SD=43)! respectively.! InRvitro!
secretion!of!IL6!and!VEGF!was!similar!in!CD!and!control!AT.!Vascular!





CD! mesenteric! AT! demonstrated! dysregulated! angiogenesis! and!































through! the! development! of! this! work! and! provided! continued!
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chronic,! progressive! and! potentially! disabling.! Indeed,! patients!with!
CD!can!suffer!from!a!wide!spectrum!of!symptoms!including:!recurrent!
abdominal! painK! diarrhoeaK! blood! in! the! stoolK!mouth! soresK! loss! of!
appetiteK!weight!lossK!fatigueK!and!!arthralgia!(Mekhjian!et!al.,!1979a).!
Furthermore,!complications! from!CD!including:! intestinal!structuring,!
obstruction! and! perforationK! intraabdominal! and! perianal! sepsisK!
visceral!fistulation!and!damage!to!other!abdominal!and!pelvic!organs,!
which!all!can!lead!to!significant!morbidity!and!mortality!(Schwartz!et!
al.,! 2002,! Morson! and! LockhartRMummery,! 1959).! Although! the!








that! approximately! 90%! of! patients’! death! were! either! directly! or!
probably!related!to!CD!(Weterman!et!al.,!1990).!The!causes!of!death!
were! due! to! postoperative! complicationsK! or! patients! developing!







Thus,! there! are! farRreaching! socioeconomic! implications! of! CD,! for!
example,! the! overall! annual! incidence! of! hospital! admission! is!
estimated! to! be! over! 20%! (Mekhjian! et! al.,! 1979b).! In! the!UK,! the!
overall!annual!cost!to!care!for!any!patient!with!CD!was!estimated!to!
be!approximately!£6000.!The!annual!cost!for!those!in!remission!and!
relapse! was! approximately! £1800! and! £10,000! per! patient!
respectively! (Miles! et! al.,! 2014).! ! Yet,! the! overburden! of! surgical!
interventions! for! the! treatment! of! CD! is! a! common! recourse.! It! is!
estimated! that! between! 70%! and! 90%! of! patients! with! CD! would!
require! surgical! treatment! during! their! lifetime! (CaninREndres! et! al.,!
1999).!Beyond!the!suffering!of! these!patients!and!their! families!and!
the!burden!on!health!care!provision,!CD!affects!the!young!generation!
of! patients! at! the! time! they! are! economically! and! socially! most!
productive.!The!peak!incidence!is!amongst!the!youngest!members!of!
the! society,! with! age! of! onset! ranging! between! 10! and! 40! years!
(Mekhjian!et!al.,!1979b,!PeyrinRBiroulet!et!al.,!2010).!Despite!all! the!
compelling! facts! indicating! the! need! to! prevent,! and! treat! CD,! the!
progress! in! finding!a!cure! is! far! from!grasp.! In! fact,! there! is!humble!
progress!made!over!the!past!three!decades,!which!has!not!concluded!
a! cause! or! identified! an! effective! cure.! Therefore,! further!




One! of! the! important! pathological! features! of! CD! is! observed! in! a!
neighboring!anatomical! structure!called! the!mesentery1.! It! is!mainly!
constituted! of! adipose! tissue! (AT),! attaches! the! bowel! to! the!
abdominal! wall! and! homes! its! blood! supply.! Macroscopically,! it! is!
remarkably!thickened,!particularly,!at!the!level!of!the!bowel!affected!by!






reported! in!CD!(Addison,!1983).!Thus,! fat!wrapping! is!considered!a!
pathognomonic! phenomenon! to! CD.! The! compelling! question! is!
whether! the! mesentery! can! be! an! active! contributor! to! CD!
pathogenesis?! And! whether! this! phenomena! plays! a! role! in! the!
development! and! perpetuation! of! CD?! In! order! to! answer! this!
question,! several! research! studies! have! been! dedicated! to!
characterise!CD!mesentery!(PeyrinRBiroulet!et!al.,!2007,!Sheehan!et!
al.,!1992,!Kredel!et!al.,!2013).!Although!these!studies!and!others!have!









Siegmund,! 2014),! the! mesentery! in! CD! is! an! inflammatory! and!
expanding!tissue!mass.!To!survive!this!expansion,!new!blood!vessels!
are!required!to!ensure!oxygenation,!nutrition!and!disposal!of!metabolic!
products.! ! This! is! achieved! by! a! process! called! angiogenesis2:! the!
development! of! new! blood! vessels! form! preRexisting! blood! vessels!
(Folkman,! 1971).! Angiogenesis! is! considered! a! hallmark! of!




pathogenesis! of! CD.! Further! understanding! of! angiogenic!
mechanisms! may! unravel! diagnostic,! therapeutic! and! prognostic!
targets.!
!
The! overall! aim! of! this! thesis! is! to! characterise! the! angiogenic!
mechanisms!in!CD!mesentery.!The!objectives!can!be!summarised!in!
the!following:!1)!to!describe!the!angiogenic!gene!expression!profile!in!
CD! mesenteric! ATK! 2)! to! assess! the! level! of! angiogenic! protein!

























and!Eastern!Europe! (Lakatos! et! al.,! 2011).! This! data! suggests! the!





CD! (Mayberry! et! al.,! 2013).! In! Europe,! the! incidence! rates! for! CD!











Thus,! a! wellRdesigned! methodological! study! conducted! by! the!
Epidemiological! Committee! (EpiCom)! (Burisch! et! al.,! 2014a)! has!
included! 31! centres! from! 23! European! countries.! The! EpiCom!
reported! 2:1! WestREast! gradient! of! IBD! incidence! rate! in! Europe!





personRyears! (Ng! et! al.,! 2013).! ! The! high! incidence! of! CD! in! the!
Australian! and! Western! European! population! considering! their!
common! racial! origin! and! a! similar! life! style! may! support! the!
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In! terms! of! racial! origin,! a! good! example! that! has! been! studied!
extensively! in! the! literature! is! the! increased!risk!of!CD!amongst! the!
Jewish!population!(Yang!et!al.,!1993).!Subsequently,!several!studies!
have! described! heterogeneity! among! the! different! Jewish! historical!
ethnic! groups! (Zlotogora! et! al.,! 1990,! Abu! Freha! et! al.,! 2015).!
Specifically,! American! or! European! Ashkenazi! Jews! have! a!
significantly!increased!incidence!and!prevalence!of!CD!in!comparison!
to!Sephardic!or!Oriental!Jews!(BarRGil!Shitrit!et!al.,!2015,!Zvidi!et!al.,!
2009).! In! the! context! of! a! North! Mediterranean! racial! origin! of!





population! studied.! In! an!Asian! population! including,!China,! Japan,!!
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some!showed!a!slight!preponderance! in! females! (Vind!et!al.,!2006,!
Bernstein!et!al.,!2006).!Female!predominance!was!also!higher!in!the!
Jewish! population!with! a! female! to!male! ratio! of! 1.1:1! (Zvidi! et! al.,!
2009).! These! gender! differences! appear! to! be! dependent! on! the!
population!studied,!the!significance!of!which!is!unclear.!However,! in!
terms!of!female!preponderancy!in!a!Western!population,!this!could!be!






















Genetically,! the! candidate! genes! found! to! be! implicated! in!CD! are!
mainly! involved! in! coding! for! the! regulation! of! the! immune! and!
inflammatory!processes!(Mathew!and!Lewis,!2004).!This! is!a!cause!
for! intolerance! to! bowel! microflora.! For! example,! the! susceptible!
genes! linked! to! CD,! such! as! nucleotideRbinding! oligomerization!
domain!(NOD)!receptors!and!TollRlike!receptors!(TLR)!are!involved!in!
pattern!recognition!and!loss!of!tolerance!to!the!commensal!microflora!
(Arseneau! et! al.,! 2007).! However,! gene! association! does! not! fully!
explain!the!aetiology!of!CD,!since!NOD!genes!for!example!account!for!
only!20%!of!CD!cases!(Shanahan,!2002).!It!is!therefore!believed!that!
the! aetiology! of! CD! is! multiRfactorial! and! may! be! determined! by!
environmental! exposures.! For! example,! evidence! from! a! metaR
analysis!suggested!a!positive!association!between!smoking!and!CD!
with!odds!ratio!(OR)!of!1.76!(Mahid!et!al.,!2006).!In!terms!of!diet,!the!














To! identify! therapeutic! targets,! research! into!CD!aimed! to! describe!
inflammatory!pathways!that!drive!the!chronic!inflammation.!Currently,!
multiple! and! possibly! independent! pathways! have! been! explained.!
Two!main!pathways!mediated!by!TRhelper!(Th)!1!and!Th17!cells!have!
been! explained.! The! antigen! presenting! cells! (APC),! possibly!
pathologically!reacting!to!normal!flora,!activate!Th1!and!Th17!cells!by!
interleukins! (IL)! 12! and! IL6,! IL1β! and! IL23! respectively! (Figure! 2).!
Initially,!Th1!cells!activated!by!IL12!were!believed!to!distinctly!mediate!
the!pathogenesis!in!CD.!However,!the!role!of!Th17!mainly!activated!
by! IL!23!dominated! the!scene.! Interestingly,! IL12!and! IL23!share!a!
common!p40!subunit!and!therefore!have!an!interchangeable!effect!on!
activating!Th1!and!Th17.!Further!research!has!subsequently!showed!
that! Th17! remains! activated! in! a! milieu! where! L12! and! IL23! are!
blocked.! In! turn,! IL6!and!tumor!growth! factorRβ!(TGFβ)!can!activate!








Similar! to! other! autoimmune! disorders,! CD! has! a! heterogeneous!
immune!response!(Cho!and!Feldman,!2015).!It!appears!that!more!than!
a! single! inflammatory! pathway! drives! the! inflammation.! This! line! of!
thought! is! reinforced! by! the! different! therapeutic! response! to!
monoclonal! antibodies! designed! to! target! distinct! levels! of!




of! their! first! attack,! and! not! in! those! with! longRstanding! disease!
(Kugathasan! et! al.,! 2007).! Zorzi! et! al! demonstrated! a! significant!






















Th1,!Th2!and!Th17!are!active! in!all! the!stages!of! the!disease,!Th1!
activity!is!predominant!in!the!early!stages,!while!Th17!takes!the!lead!











Angiogenesis! is! the!process!at!which! the! interaction!of! several! cell!
types!and!mediators!creates!a!specific!microenvironment!that!leads!to!
the! formation! of! new! capillaries! from! preRexisting! blood! vessels!
(Conway!et!al.,!2001,!Folkman,!1985).!Physiologically,!angiogenesis!
is!an!essential!component!of!organ!growth!and!development!(Ribatti!
et! al.,! 1991).! Furthermore,! integral! healing! mechanisms! are!
dependent!on!a!balanced!angiogenic! response! typically! intertwined!
with! an! appropriate! inflammatory! response! (Gurtner! et! al.,! 2008).!
Wound! healing! is! a! prime! example:! first! stage! is! characterised!
inflammation! (Grose! and! Werner,! 2004)K! followed! by! new! tissue!
formation! and! angiogenesis! (Werner! and!Grose,! 2003)K! and! finally!




intracellular! signaling! pathways! of! a! large! diversity! of! cells.! These!
homeostatic!mechanisms!are!impaired!in!chronic!disease.!!
!




(Danese! et! al.,! 2006,! Carmeliet,! 2005).! As! inflammation! evolves,!
vessels!expand! to!supply!nutrients! that!sustain! the!accumulation!of!
activated! immune! cells.! In! the! chronic! phase,! local! immune! cells!
overproduce! endothelial! cell! growth! factors,! which! subsequently!
promote! the!expansion!of!capillary!networks! (Carmeliet,!2005).!The!
infiltration!of!macrophages!and!lymphocytes!in!chronic! inflammatory!
disorders! and! the! constant! tissue! damage! and! repair! occur!
concurrently! resulting! in! the! newly! formed! vessels! to! become!
permanent!(Szekanecz!and!Koch,!2004).!The!anatomical!expansion!




Although! the! involvement!of!vasculature! in!CD!has!been!known! for!
more! than! four! decades! (Bacaner,! 1966,! Brahme! and! Lindström,!
1970),!the!angiogenic!mechanisms!are!still!poorly!understood.!!In!CD,!
there! is! a! continuous! deep! ulceration! and! regeneration,! for! which!













previously! identified! at! the! level! of! bowel! mucosa! (Knutson! et! al.,!
1968).! Histologically,! small! intramucosal! haemorrhagic! lesions! are!
seen! early! in! the! disease! development! and! before! inflammatory!
changes! occur! (Sankey! et! al.,! 1993).! Evidence! of! early! vascular!
damage!was!also!demonstrated!by!“summit”!lesions,!with!plumes!of!
fibrin!and!loss!of!superficial!epithelial!cells.!Furthermore,!disruption!of!
the! collagen! IV! in! the! basement! membrane! of! mucosal! layer!
capillaries,!and!extravasation!of!red!blood!cells!and!fibrinogen!into!the!
surrounding! lamina! propria!was! seen! in! 17%!of! a! cohort! of! 35!CD!
patients! (Sankey! et! al.,! 1993).! In! another! cohort! of! 7! CD! patients,!
patchy!epithelial!necrosis! in! the!absence!of!acute! inflammation!was!
reported!as!early!features!of!the!disease!in!2!patients!(Dourmashkin!
et! al.,! 1983).! Wakefield! et& al! suggested! that! vascular! damage!
precedes!mucosal! inflammation! in!CD!patients!when! they!observed!
occlusion!of!the!arteries!supplying!the!affected!bowel!(Wakefield!et!al.,!
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1989).! Although! the! authors! in! these! studies! concluded! that! these!
findings!are!indicative!of!early!vascular!changes!that!are!unlikely!to!be!




characteristic! “fluorescent! spots”,! which! histologically! relate! to!
vasodilatation.! Approximately! 80%! of! the! biopsies! taken! from! the!
fluorescent! spots! showed! vascular! involvement! as! well! as!
inflammatory!changes.!It! is!possible!that!this! isolated!report!has!not!
detected!changes!early!enough!and!therefore!the!vast!majority!of!the!
vascular! changes! are! associated! with! inflammatory! response.!
Furthermore,! a! better! designed! and! larger! sample! size! study! used!
magnifying! colonoscopy! and! biopsy! of! early! “red! halo! appearance”!
lesions! concluded! that! capillary! disruption! precedes! inflammation!
(Fujimura!et! al.,! 1996).! Therefore,! it! is! reasonable! to! conclude! that!
microvascular! changes! are! present! in! the! early! stages! of! CD,!
however,!further!studies!are!required!to!conclude!that!these!changes!
precede! or! cause! inflammation.! In! depth! understanding! of! these!
microvascular!changes!and!the!mechanisms!at!which!they!contribute!











recent! studies! demonstrated! the! frequent! presence! of! mucosal!
capillary!microthrombi!(Dhillon!et!al.,!1992,!Wakefield!et!al.,!1991a).!!
Mucosal! capillary! thrombi! are! also! seen! in! other! forms! of! colitis!
including!infective!colitis!and!are!mainly!formed!of!platelets!(Mathan!




which! is!activated!by! thrombin! to! form! factor!XIIIA! (McDonagh!and!
McDonagh,!1975).!!
!
During! this! process,! stabilised! fibrin! is! formed,! and! that! is! the! final!
event!in!the!coagulation!of!blood.!Therefore,!the!presence!of!XIIIA!in!
the! capillary! microthrombi! of! CD! suggests! that! these! are! true!
microvascular! thrombi.! Keeping! in! mind! that! mucosal! capillary!
microthrombi!are!the!diagnostic!morphological!features!of!ischaemia,!
disseminated! intravascular! coagulation,! and! pseudomembranous!
colitis! (Whitehead,! 1971),! and! that! these! changes! have! only!















et! al.,! 2003).! In! comparison,! the! prevalence! of! CD! in! the! general!
population! in! a! similar! population! is! approximately! 0.2%! (Lapidus,!
2006,!Hall!et!al.,!1985).!A! recent!systematic! review!of! the! literature!
and! a! case! series! confirmed! a! high! incidence! of! vasculitis! in! IBD!
patients! (67%,! 167/260)! (Sy! et! al.,! 2016).! There! were! three! most!
common! types! of! vasculitis! in! IBD! including:! Takayasu! arthritisK!
cutaneous! vasculitis! and! antiRneutrophilic! cytoplasmic! antibodiesR
associated!vasculitis.!The!diagnosis!of!IBD!was!made!before!that!of!
vasculitis!in!most!cases.!Furthermore,!a!hallmark!of!Takayasu!arteritis!








CD! and! features! of! vasculitis! (Dowling! et! al.,! 2008).! Indeed,! the!
gastrointestinal! bleeding! and! perforation! of! patients! with! Behçet’s!
syndrome!increases!its!overall!morbidity!and!mortality!(Hatemi!et!al.,!
2016).! Both! conditions! share! IL23R,! IL10! and! TLR8! genetic!
susceptibility! (OrtizRFernández! et! al.,! 2015).! These! mediators! are!
heavily! involved! in! the! regulation! of! innate! immune! response!
(Trinchieri! and! Sher,! 2007,! Gautier! et! al.,! 2005,! Napolitani! et! al.,!
2005).!!Furthermore,!the!response!rate!to!immunosuppressive!therapy!
and!antiRTNF!agents!in!both!conditions!is!similar!!(Tanida!et!al.,!2015,!
Hatemi!et!al.,!2015).!Fecal!calprotectin! level! is!also!high! in!patients!









the! reason! for! the! association! between! vasculitis! and! CD.! Further!





Angiogenesis! is! mediated! by! several! factors,! some! of! which! are!
proangiogenic! and! others! are! antiangiogenic! (Bouïs! et! al.,! 2006).!
Impeccable!balance!of!the!expression!of!these!factors!is!required!to!
maintain! an! appropriate! angiogenic! response! (Kwiatkowski! et! al.,!
2013).! ! One! of! the! most! important! proangiogenic! factors! in!
pathological! angiogenesis! is! vascular! endothelial! growth! factor!
(VEGF)!(Pousa!et!al.,!2008b).!
!
There! are! seven! different! isoforms! of! VEGF! including:! VEGFRAK!
VEGFRBK!VEGFRCK!VEGFRDK!VEGFREK!VEGFRFK!and!placental!growth!
factor!(PlGF)!(Toi!et!al.,!2001).!VEGF!isoforms!exhibit!their!action!on!
the! cells! by! binding! to! three! cell! membrane! receptors! VEGFRR1,!
VEGFRR2,!and!VEGFRR3!(Ferrara!et!al.,!2003).!Specifically,!VEGFRA!
promotes! angiogenesis! by! increasing! vascular! permeability,! and!
inducing! endothelial! cells! (EC)! proliferation,! migration! and!
differentiation.!VEGFRA!stimulates!the!production!of!proinflammatory!
cytokines! by! activating! nuclear! factor! !B! (NF!B)! and! increasing!
adhesion!of!leukocytes!to!vascular!endothelium!and!monocytes!(Toi!
et!al.,!2001).!The!level!of!VEGF!was!found!to!be!significantly!higher!in!







of! VEGF! in! the! supernatant! of! cultured! mucosal! biopsies! was!
significantly!higher! than!controls! (Griga!et!al.,!1999b).! In!a!different!
report! the! secretion! of! VEGF! by! the! peripheral! blood!mononuclear!
cells!was!significantly!higher!in!CD!patients!than!controls!(Griga!et!al.,!
1999a).! Further! work! by! the! same! group! demonstrated! that! VEGF!
expression!is!significantly!higher!in!CD!patients!inflamed!endoscopic!
biopsies! in! comparison! to! nonRinflamed! mucosa! of! same! patients!
(Griga!et!al.,!2002).!More!recently,!Alkim!et&al&confirmed!significantly!
higher! expression! of! VEGF! and! increased! microvascular! density!
(MVD)!in!CD!and!UC!mucosal!biopsies!than!healthy!controls!(Alkim!et!




between! the! groups! (Kapsoritakis! et! al.,! 2003).! Although! the! latter!









and! as! has! been! hypothesised! in! section! 1.3.1.,! and! illustrated! in!
Figure!1.3.!of!this!chapter!cytokine!expression!may!differ!depending!













Other! angiogenic! growth! factors!were! investigated! in!CD! including:!
basic!fibroblast!growth!factor!(bFGF)K!hepatocyte!growth!factor!(HGF)K!
and! transforming! growth! factor! beta! (TGFR").! bFGF! triggers! vessel!
formation! by! promoting! the! growth! and! differentiation! of! vascular!






bFGF! in! the! process! of! transmural! fibrogenesis.! HGF! is! a!
proangiogenic! factor! that! stimulates! endothelial! cells! mitogenesis,!
motility!and!extracellular!matrix!invasion!(Van!Belle!et!al.,!1998).!There!
were! conflicting! reports! about! the! serum! level! of! HGF! in! CD.! In! a!
cohort! of! 60! patients! with! CD! Srivastava! et& al& found! a! significant!
elevation! in! the! serum! level! of! HGF! in! comparison! to! patients!
presenting!with!function!and!benign!bowel!disorders!(Srivastava!et!al.,!















al.,! 2004).! However,! individually! they! have! been! shown! to! exhibit!







the! levels!of! thrombospondins! (TSPs),! a!wellRknown!antiangiogenic!
factor,! in!CD!patients!were! inconsistent! in! the! literature.!Alkim!et&al!
reported!higher! level!of!TSPR1!expression! in!mucosal!biopsies!of!a!
cohort! of! 14! patients!with!CD! in! comparison! to! 11!healthy! controls!
(Alkim!et!al.,!2012).!On! the!other!hand,!Wejman!et&al! found!similar!
expression! of! TSPR1! in! surgical! specimens! of! 38! CD! patients! in!
comparison! to! controls! (Wejman! et! al.,! 2013).! It! is! noticeable! in! a!
repeated!pattern!that!the!tissue!expression!level!of!angiogenic!factors!
differ! depending!on! the! specimens!used! for! analysis.!For! example,!
when! surgical! specimens! obtained! from! surgical! resections,! no!
significant!increase!in!the!level!of!expression!is!observed.!However,!
when! the! samples! are! retrieved! from! patients! endoscopically,!
significant!differences!are!observed.!This!has!also!been!seen!when!
the! level! of! VEGF! was! assessed! (see! above).! Several! potential!
reasons! may! explain! this! difference.! Firstly,! patients! who! are!
undergoing! surgical! resection! have! usually! failed! optimal! medical!
therapy! and! the! disease! is! at! its! late! stage.! Whereas! endoscopic!
specimens!are!usually!retrieved!from!patients!at!an!early!stage!of!the!
disease.! Secondly,! surgical! specimens! are! taken! from! nonRliving!


















whether!CD! is!proangiogenic!whereby! these! factors!perpetuate! the!
disease?!And!therefore!could!angiogenesis!be!targeted!for!therapy?!
The!answer!remains!unclearK!it!is!difficult!to!conclude!whether!CD!is!
characterised! by! up! or! down! regulation! of! angiogenesis.! Indeed,!









and! a! potential! therapeutic! target.! Hence,! the! use! of! angiogenic!
modulators!may!be!beneficial!in!the!treatment!of!CD.!Mesalamine,!for!
example! while! given! as! an! antiRinflammatory! has! an! angiogenic!
modulatory! role.! Deng! et& al& shown! that! mesalamine! establishes!
angiogenic! balance! by! reducing! angiostatin! and! endostatin! and!
induced!TNFR#!and!MMPR9!activity!in!experimental!colitis!(Deng!et!al.,!
2009).! Furthermore,! antiRTNF! drugs,! such! as! infliximab,! currently!
considered!an!effective! therapy! for! the! treatment! of!CD!have!been!




Nevertheless,! specific! antiangiogenic! therapy! for! CD! is! yet! to! be!
discovered.!The!use!of!Bevacizumab,!a!monoclonal!antibody!against!
VEGF,! for! the! treatment! of! CD! has! been! hindered! by! its! reported!
serious!side!effect,!such!as!reducing!wound!healing,!anastomotic!leak!
and!intestinal!perforation!(Adenis!et!al.,!2007).!Furthermore,!lessons!
have!been! learnt! from!the!use!of! tyrosine!kinase! inhibitors,!such!as!
sunitinib! and! sorafenib,! which! inhibit! angiogenesis! by! blocking!
VEGFR1,!VEGFR2!and!VEGFR3.!When!these!drugs!were!used!for!
the! treatment! of! hepatocellular! and! renal! cell! carcinoma! they! have!
caused!relapse!of!CD!(Danese,!2011).!They!also!cause!CD!relapse!in!
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patients! being! treated! for! renal! cell! carcinoma,! even! when! reR
challenged!a!second!relapse!occurred!(BoersRSonderen!et!al.,!2014).!!
!
Another! promising! antiangiogenic! therapy! that! was! used! for! the!
treatment!of!CD!is!antiR#4Rintegrins!monoclonal!antibodies!including:!
natalizuma!and!vedolizumab.!!#4Rintegrins!were!initially!discovered!on!
lymphocytes,! but! have! subsequently! been! reported! on! angiogenic!
endothelial!cells!(Vanderslice!et!al.,!1998).!Integrins!are!the!principle!
adhesion! receptors! used! by! endothelial! cells! to! interact! with! their!
extracellular! environment! and! play! a! crucial! role! in! regulating!
endothelial! cell! proliferation,! migration! and! survival! (Stupack! and!
Cheresh,! 2004).! By! blocking! #4Rintegrins! angiogenesis! can! be!
inhibited! (Calzada! et! al.,! 2004,! Koch! et! al.,! 1995).! A! recent! metaR
analysis!on!the!use!of!natalizuma!and!vedolizumab!for!the!treatment!
of! CD! including! 8! randomised! clinical! trials! concluded! that! these!
antiangiogenic!and!antiRinflammatory!drugs!are!effective! in! inducing!
and! maintaining! remission! in! CD! patients! (Chandar! et! al.,! 2015).!
However,! the! rare! but! fatal! risk! of! a! progressive! multifocal!
leukoencephalopathy!(PML)!is!a!major!concern!(Hunt!and!Giovannoni,!















PDGF! nor! angiogenic! factors,! such! as! AngiopoietinR2! (AngR2)! and!
epidermal!growth!factor!receptor!(EGFR)!were!significantly!different!to!
control.! ! More! importantly,! this! treatment! strategy! also! failed! to!
decrease!the!desired!outcome!of!MVD!or!inflammation!(Knod!et!al.,!
2016b).!It!appears!that!additional!angiogenic!pathways!are!activated!
when! certain! pathways! are! blocked.! These! mechanisms! require!
further! understanding,! in! order! to! design! a!multiple! pathway! target!
strategy! that! mediates! an! appropriate! angiogenic! response! in!









fold! of! the! peritoneum! which! attaches! the! bowel! to! the! posterior!
abdominal!wall!(Culligan!et!al.,!2014).!It!is!formed!of!AT!surrounding!
the!major!vessels!and!their!branches!that!carry!the!blood!supply!to!the!








fibrosis,! inflammation,! thickened! lymphatic! vessels,! infiltration! of!
stromal! cells,! perineuronal! chronic! inflammation,! engorged! vessels,!





















wrapping! was! only! identified! in! patients! with! CD! (Sheehan! et! al.,!
1992).! Thus,! the! uniqueness! of! fat! wrapping! to! CD! and! the! high!










lesions,!particularly! transmural! inflammation,! it! is!also!recognised!at!
early!stages!of! the!disease!and!without!apparent!bowel! lesion.!This!
may! suggest! that! mesenteric! AT! is! implicated! in! the! early!
aetiopathogenesis!of!CD.!The!first!description!of!CD!by!Crohn!in!1932!
implies! the!possibility!of!early!mesenteric! involvement!(Crohn!et!al.,!







Desreumaux! et& al! (Desreumaux! et! al.,! 1999)! demonstrated! a!
significantly!greater!ratio!of!intraRabdominal!fat!to!total!abdominal!fat!
in!CD!patients!in!comparison!to!control.!Although!ShelleyRFraser!et&al!
demonstrated! a! strong! correlation! between! fat! wrapping! and!
transmural! inflammation,! in! the! form!of! lymphoid!aggregates,! using!
intraoperative!endoscopy,!Smedh!et&al!identified!fat!wrapping!in!14%!
of! CD! patients! who! had!macroscopically! healthy! intestinal! mucosa!
(Smedh! et! al.,! 1993).! Therefore,! the! accumulation! of! fat! in! the!
mesentery!of!patients!with!CD!appears!to!be!an!early!event!and!not!






in! the! mesentery! of! CD! patients?”! The! current! knowledge!
demonstrates! that! adipocytes! have! metabolic! and! immunologic!
functions! and! not! only! energy! storage! as! was! believed! previously.!
Specifically,!mesenteric!AT!in!CD!patients!was!found!to!over!express!
proR! and! antiRinflammatory! chemokines,! adipokines! and! other!
cytokines.! Increase! expression! of! leptin! and! adiponectin!mRNA! as!
well! as! their! proteins! are! reported! in! hypertrophied!CD!mesenteric!
tissue! (Barbier! et! al.,! 2003,!Yamamoto!et! al.,! 2005).!Similarly,! proR
inflammatory!cytokines!such!as,! interleukin!6!(IL6),! tumour!necrosis!





to! differentiate! into! macrophages! with! antimicrobial! activities!




be! due! to! an! assumption! that! it! is! a! result! of! the! transmural!
inflammation.!However,!as!demonstrated!above!the!literature!does!not!
fully! support! this! assumption! and! complete! understanding! of! the!
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As! described! above! the! mesentery! homes! the! blood! vessels! that!
supply! the! bowel! with! oxygen! and! nutrients! and! dispose! of! waiste!
products.! Thus,! the! association! of! changes!mesenteric! vasculature!
and! CD! is! not! a! surprise.! Indeed,! patients! with! CD! had! reduced!







al.,! 2004).! Furthermore,! Ludwig! et& al! demonstrated! a! significant!
correlation!between!the!velocity!of!blood!flow!in!the!SMA,!which!is!an!








altered!mesenteric!vasculature! in!CD,!which! is!useful! for!diagnostic!
purposes,! these! studies! suggest! that! a! potential! difference! in! the!







proangiogenic! cytokines,! mesenteric! AT! in! CD! expresses! VEGF!
(Schaffler!et!al.,!2006),!TNFR#!(Desreumaux!et!al.,!1999),!IL6!(Zulian!
et! al.,! 2013)! and! IL1R"! (Hotamisligil! et! al.,! 1993)! at! higher! rates! in!
comparison!to!controls!(Table!1.1.).!It!has!been!shown!that!adipocyte!












VEGF! Proangiogenic! Similar! (Schaffler!et!al.,!2006)!
TNF^#! Proangiogenic! High! (Desreumaux!et!al.,!1999)!
IL6! Proangiogenic! High! (Zulian!et!al.,!2013)!










the! inflammatory! mechanisms! of! CD! have! been! intensively!
investigated,! its! angiogenic! effect! remains! poorly! understood.!
However,! in! cancer,! TNFR#! has! a! strong! proangiogenic! effect! by!
inducing! neovascularization! (Tertil! et! al.,! 2014).! Similarly,! the!
overexpression!of!IL6!in!the!mesentery!of!CD!is!also!associated!with!
elevated! levels! in! the! serum! (Bertin! et! al.,! 2010).! Several! studies!
suggested!that!adipocytes!are!responsible!for!approximately!30%!of!
the!total!level!of!circulating!IL6!(Park!et!al.,!2005).!In!fact,!the!serum!
level! of! IL6! is! a! potential! marker! for! the! prediction! of! the! disease!
activity!(Reinisch!et!al.,!1999).!Patients!in!remission!have!low!levels!in!
comparison! to!patients! in! relapse! (Van!Kemseke!et! al.,! 2000).!The!
angiogenic!role!of!IL6!in!CD!has!not!been!investigated.!However,!IL6!
is! a! potent! proangiogenic! cytokine.! It! enhances! angiogenesis! and!
tubule!formation!(Hashizume!et!al.,!2009).!!
!
Specifically,! IL6! up! regulates!VEGF! production.! In! vitro! IL6! treated!
adipocytes! secreted! significantly! high! levels! of! VEGF! (Rega! et! al.,!
2007).!Only!one!study!to!date!investigated!the!level!of!VEGF!secretion!




















Adiponectin! has! been! known! for! its! antiRinflammatory! properties!
(Trujillo! and! Scherer,! 2005),! also! shown! to! induce! angiogenesis! in!
endothelial! cells! via!AMPRactivated!protein! kinaseRendothelial! nitricR
oxide!synthase!(AMPKReNOS)!pathway!(Ouchi!et!al.,!2004).!Although!
antiangiogenic!potential!of!adiponectin!has!been!explored! in!cancer!
therapy! (Man! et! al.,! 2010),! its! role! in! angiogenesis! appears! to! be!
critical.!For!example,!low!adiponectin!level!(hypoadiponectinemia)!is!
an!independent!risk!factor!for!endothelial!dysfunction!and!modulating!
vessel! wall! health! (Okui! et! al.,! 2008).! The! serum! concentration! of!
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concertation! of! adiponectin! was! similar! in! comparison! to! controls!







Leptin! is!an!adipokine! that! is! involved! in!appetite! regulation,! fertility!
and! bone! metabolism! (Ahima! and! Flier,! 2000b).! Yet,! one! of! the!




proinflammatory! cytokines! (Lord! et! al.,! 1998).! Specifically! leptin!
stimulates!the!development!of!Th1!phenotype,!such!as!IFNR$,!TNFR#,!
IL6!and!IL1!rather!than!Th2!phenotype!(Lord,!2002).!In!angiogenesis,!
leptin! is! a! proangiogenic! adipokines! induces! endothelial! cell!
proliferation! and! stimulates! the! expression! of! matrix!
metalloproteinases!(MMPs)!(Park!et!al.,!2001).!In!CD!mesenteric!AT!
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leptin! is! up! regulated! in! the! in! comparison! to! colon! cancer! and!
diverticular! disease! (Barbier! et! al.,! 2003,! Paul! et! al.,! 2006b).!
Interestingly,! leptin! has! a! direct! effect! on! mucin! production! and!
increase! colonic! tight! junction! permeability! (El! Homsi! et! al.,! 2007,!
Plaisancie!et!al.,!2006,!Le!Dréan!et!al.,!2014),!which!contributes!to!the!
integrity!of!the!intestinal!barrier!(Hardwick!et!al.,!2001).!Hence!leptin!







and! impact! this! may! have! progression,! ! the! need! to! further!
characterise! the! mesentery! has! become! apparent.! The! intimate!
relationship! between! angiogenesis! and! inflammation! is! also!
undisputable.!For!example,!major!inflammatory!cytokines,!such!as!IL6,!
TNFR#,! and! IL1R",! known! for! their! profound! involvement! in! CD!
pathogenesis!are!also!angiogenic!factors.!!
!
The! phenomenon! of! fat! wrapping! is! shaped! by! the! expansion! of!
mesenteric! AT.! Like! any! expanding! tissue,! the!mesentery! requires!
new!blood!vessels! to!support! the! inflammatory!mass.! It! is! therefore!
perceivable! to! assume! an! active! angiogenic! element! to! the! fat!
wrapping!phenomena.!To!date,!there!is!only!one!study!in!the!literature!
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The! hypothesis! of! this! work! is! that! angiogenic! mechanisms! in! CD!

































































ethical! approval! and! the! design! for! the! five! experiments! that! were!







Patients! undergoing! bowel! resection! involving! the! ileocaecal!




and! the! theatreRoperation! list.! Patients! were! approached! prior! to!







2.! Patients!with! the!diagnosis!of! IBD!or!any!other!benign!bowel!














Ethical! approval! was! obtained! from! The! National! Research! Ethics!
Service!Committee!(LondonRHampstead)!(10/H0722/69)!and!the!Joint!











the! time! of! surgery! and! included:! ileocaecal! mesenteric,! omental,!
subcutaneous!AT!from!CD!and!controls!and!wrapping!mesenteric!AT!





in! formaldehyde! for! histopathological! analysis.! All! samples! were!
immediately!transported!to!the!laboratory.!
!
Blood! samples!were! centrifuged! (3000! rpm,15!minutes,! 25oC),! the!
serum! was! collected! aliquoted! and! stored! at! R80! oC! until! analysis.!
Tissue!samples!aliquoted!immediately!upon!excision!from!the!patient,!
labeled! and! stored! at! R80! oC.! AT! transported! in! cellgro! (Cellgro,!


















Then! the! slides! were! plunged! into! water! and! counterstained! with!






antigen! retrieval.!Several! primary!antibodies!were!used! to! quantify,!
inflammation,! fibrosis,! microvascular! density! and! the! level! of!
angiogenic! factors! includingK! hypoxia! inducible! factor! (HIF)R1#K! and!
vascular!endothelial!growth!factor!(VEGF).!The!primary!antibodies!that!
were!used!are:!CD68!(clone!PGRM1,!Dako),!α3!chain!of! the!human!




Dilution! of! the! primary! antibodies! was! done! as! per! manufactures’!




PBS/T,! and! the! respective! secondary! antibodies! were! added.! A!
biotinylated! goat! vs.! mouse! secondary! antibody! (Jackson! Immuno!
Research! Labs,! West! Grove! PA)! was! applied! for! 15! minutes! and!
followed!by!Elite!ABC!reagent!(Vector!Labs,!Burlingame,!CA)!for!20!
min.!The!amplification!reagent!from!the!Catalyzed!Signal!Amplification!



















2.! Granulomata! were! defined! as! identifiable! macrophage! cellR
related! lesions! counted! for! the! entire! area! studied! at! 100x!
magnification!











vessel! density! counted! (Chalkley,! 1943).! Vessel! architecture!
(tortuosity,!calibre!changes)!was!also!assessed!in!an!ordinal!manner!
as!absent,!mild,!moderate!and!severe!(Thornton!and!Solomon,!2002).!
Sections! were! stained! with! CD31,! and! CD34! antibodies! to! assess!
vascular! density,! morphology! and! vascular! alterations.! Angiogenic!
























This! was! pipetted! carefully! and! transferred! into! a! new! eppendorf.!
Equal!volume!of!100%! isopropanol!was!added! to! the!RNA!solution!
and!mixed!gently.!The!sample!was!then!incubated!at!R20!oC!for!several!
hoursK! a! minimum! of! 2! hours! was! allowed.! After! another! round! of!





nucleaseRfree!water! (Chomczynski! and!Sacchi,! 1987,!Chomczynski!
and!Sacchi,!2006).!!
!
The! purity! and! concentration! of! total! RNA! were! determined!
spectrophotometrically!(NanoDropR1000!Spectrophotometer,!Thermo!
Scientific,! USA).! The! concentration! of! RNA! was! measured! as!
absorbance! at! 260! nm.! The! purity! was! determined! by! the! ratios!
between!260!nm!and!280!nm!(260/280)!and!between!260!nm!and!230!











transcription! mix! (5x! Buffer! BC3,! Control! P2,! RE3! Reverse!











PCR!array! plates!were! carried! out! according! to! the!manufacturer’s!
instructions!!(Qiagen!Ltd,!UK).!In!brief,!RT2!SYBR!Green!Mastermix!
was!centrifuged!for!10R15!seconds!before!being!mixed!with!the!cDNA!
and!RNaseRfree!water! to! create!a! total! volume!of! 1300!µl! for! each!
reaction.! A! total! volume! of! 10!µl! of! the!PCR! components!mix!was!
added!to!each!well!in!the!RT2!Profiler!and!Custom!RT2!Profiler!Arrays!
plates.! ! Cycling! condition! for! PCR! was! one! cycle! at! 95! oC! for! 10!
minutes! to! activate! HotStart! DNA! Taq! Polymerase,! followed! by! 40!
cycles!at!95!oC!for!15!seconds!each,!and!finally!one!cycle!60!oC!in!ABI!
Prism! 7900HT! Sequence! Detection! System! (Applied! Biosystems,!
UK).!
!
Web! based! data! analysis! aided! by! Microsoft! excel! spreadsheet!
containing!algorithms!provided!by! the!manufacturer! to!calculate! the!
ΔΔCt! (Qiagen! Ltd,! UK).! Furthermore,! foldRchanges! were! calculated!
using! the! same! web! based! analysis! as! recommended! by! the!








measure! the! tissue! expression! of! IL6! and! VEGF.! Secondly,! the!
capacity!of!tissue!to!secrete!these!proteins!was!measured!using!tissue!









Assay! (Novagen,! EMD!Chemicals,! CA,!USA).! Briefly,! the! standard!
curve!was!built!by!using!diluted!bovine!serum!albumin!as!the!standard!
(SigmaRAldrich,! UK,! concentration:! 0,! 25,! 125,! 250,! 500,! and! 1000!
µg/ml).!25!µl!standards!and!samples!were!loaded!into!a!96Rwell!plate!
followed! by! 200! µl! BCA! working! reagent! (1! portion! of! 4%! Cupric!
Sulfate!plus!50!portions!of!BCA!solution).!The!plate!was!incubated!at!
37!oC!for!30!minutes.!Cu2+!was!reduced!to!Cu1+!by!protein!in!alkaline!









and! incubated! in! 500! µl! Cellgro! serumRfree! media! (Mediatech!
Manassas,!VA)!with!5%!penicillinRstreptomycin!for!a!total!of!36!hours!
(37! oC,! 95%! O2,! 5%! CO2).! Following! incubation,! the! medium! was!







ATK! 2)! explant! AT! culture! supernatantK! and! 3)! serum.! The!
concentration! of! ILR6! was! measured! using! Quantikine! Human! ILR6!
ELISA! Kit! (R&D! Systems,! Minneapolis,! MN,! USA)! and! VEGF!
measured!using! the!Quantikine!Human!VEGF!Immunoassay!ELISA!
kit! (R&D! Systems,! Inc.! Minneapolis,! MN,! USA)! according! to!
manufacture!protocol.!Explained!here!briefly,! the!standard!solutions!
for!standard!curve!were!first!prepared!by!diluting!down!the!standard!





ensuring! complete! removal! of! liquid! between! each! wash! using!
aspirating!and!blotting!against!a!clean!paper! towel.!Then!conjugate!
was!added!to!each!well,!covering!with!adhesive!strip!and!incubated!
for!one!hour!at! room! temperature.!After! the! second! incubation,! the!















the! immunofluorescent! staining! performed! to! demonstrate! that! the!













with! vascular! endothelial! growth! factors! and! hydrocortisone! (VWR!
International!Ltd,!UK).!The!plate!is!incubated!at!37!oC,!95%!O2,!and!
5%!CO2.!Every!alternative!day!100μl!of!the!media!was!changed.!Live!














On! day! 12,! AT! explants! embedded! in! Matrigel! were! fixed! in! 4%!
formaldehyde!and!stained!with!primary!mouse!antihuman!antibodies!
to! the! following:! antiRalpha! smooth! muscle! actin! antibody! (VWR!
International! Ltd,! UK)K! and! endothelial! marker! antiReNOS! antibody!
(SigmaRaldrich,! UK).! In! brief,! formaldehyde! was! removed! and! the!
matrigel!culture!was!permeabilise!with!a!mixture!of!PBS,!CaCl2,!MgCl2!
and!0.25%!Triton!XR100! for! 15!minutes!at! room! temperature! twice.!
Block!using!1!drop!of!2x!casein!buffer!per!well!was!then!added!for!30!













Figure! 2.2.! Immunofluorescent! staining! of! matrigel! assay! vascular!









most! important! findings! as! appropriate.! Variables! were! tested! for!
normality! of! distribution! when! applicable! using! D’AgostinoRPearson!




For! continuous! variables,! paired! tRtest,! unpaired! tRtest,! ANOVA,!


























Patients’ characteristics and 
postoperative outcome 
!








Despite! the! effectiveness! of! medical! therapy,! and! in! particular! the!
progress! achieved! in! the! potency! of! biological! immunomodulatory!
drug! treatments! ! over! the! past! decade! (Cummings! et! al.,! 2008),!
surgical!treatment!for!CD!remains!an!important!option!(Scarpa!et!al.,!
2015).! It! is! estimated! that! 70R90%! of! CD! patients! will! still! require!
surgery!at!some!point!in!their!lives!notwithstanding!medical!treatment!
(CaninREndres!et!al.,!1999,!Mekhjian!et!al.,!1979b).!There!are!several!
indications! for! surgery! in! CD! patients,! including! acute! and! chronic!
complications,! such! as! toxic! colitis,! megacolon,! perforation,!
haemorrhage,! fistula,! obstruction,! stricture,! carcinoma! and! in! those!
who!failed!medical!therapy.!!
!
All! the! patients! who! participated! in! this! study! underwent! surgical!
resection,!and!excised! tissues!were!used! for! specific! investigations!
described!in!this!thesis.!!!Due!to!the!diversity!of!indications!for!surgical!
resection! in!CD!and! the! different! diagnoses! for! controls,! there! is! a!
potential! for! clinical! and! pathological! heterogeneity! of! the! study!
participants.! Therefore,! it! is! important! to! accurately! define! patients’!
characteristics.!This!will!allow!the!identification!of!confounding!factors!









chapter! is! divided! into! three! main! sections:! 1)! preoperative!





This! section! addresses:! 1)! basic! characteristics! describing! age,!
gender,! race,! body! mass! index! (BMI),! American! Society! of!





Table! 3.1! summarises! patients’! demographics! and! preoperative!
details.!The!age!was!similar!between!CD!(mean=34!years,!SD=16)!
and! control! (mean=39! years,! SD=16).! There! were! similar! ratios! of!
males! and! females! in! the! two! groups:! disease! group! included! 10!
(43%)!males! and! 13! (57%)! femalesK! and! control! group! included! 6!






origin! in! the! disease! group.! The! difference! in! ratios! between! the!
groups!was!statistically!significant!(X2(2)=6.5,!p<0.05)!(Figure!3.1).!BMI!
was! similar! between! CD! (mean=24,! SD=6)! and! control! (mean=24,!
SD=5)!patients.!Patients!also!had!similar!ASA!score:! there!were!19!
(83%)!and!12!(86%)!patients!with!ASA!score!of!II,!in!the!disease!and!




blood! levels! were! significantly! (p<0.05)! higher! in! the! disease!
(mean=54! mg/L,! SD=66)! than! control! (mean=17! mg/L,! SD=25)!
patients!(Figure!3.2).!Haemoglobin!(mean=13!g/L,!SD=2)!and!WCC!










































































































































































Urea:!(mmol/L)!! 4.9!(1.7)! 4.6!(6)! 0.85!
Creatinine:!(μmol/L)! 66!(23)! 76!(19)! 0.22!
EGFR:!
(mls/min/1.73m2)! 86!(9.8)! 79!(12)! 0.08!
Sodium:!(mmol/L)! 139!(4)! 140!(2.5)! 0.38!
Potassium:!(mmol/L)! 4.3!(0.5)! 4!(0.4)! 0.06!
Calcium!(total):!
(mmol/L)! 2.3!(0.2)! 2.3!(0.2)! R!
Albumen:!(g/L)! 40!(9)! 40!(8)! 0.7!















in! the! disease! group! (n=20,! 87%)! than! in! the! control! (n=4,! 29%)!
(X2(1)=13,! p<0.001)! (Figure! 3.3).! Table! 3.3! summarises! the!
immunosuppressive! therapy! in! CD! and! control! groups.! Of! the! 20!
patients!with!CD!on! immunosuppressive! therapy!12! (60%)!were!on!
combination! of! two! or! more! immunosuppressive! therapy! including:!





immunosuppressive! therapy!were!on!a! combination!of! three!drugs:!
azathioprine,! infliximab! and!methotrexate.! The! other! three! patients!
































































The! overwhelming! majority! of! CD! patients! were! diagnosed! with!
ileocaecal! disease! (n=20,! 87%).! The! remaining! 3! patients! had! the!
disease! affecting! the! ileocolonicK! isolated! colonicK! and! isolated!
terminal!ileum!respectively!(Table!3.1).!In!the!control!group,!there!were!
5! patients! diagnosed! with! functional! colonic! disease! and! required!
subtotal!colectomy:!3!of!which!were!diagnosed!with!EDS,!and!2!with!
chronic! constipation.! Furthermore,! there! were! 4! patients! with!








in! CD! patients! (n=23).! Active! chronic! transmural! inflammation! was!
described!in!21!(91%)!bowel!tissue!samples.!The!remainder!2!(9%)!of!

















































UC.!This! is! important! to!characterise!as!patients!with!UC!can!have!
similar!biochemical!markers!as!CD.!However,!UC!is!not!know!to!affect!
the! mesentery.! The! diagnosis! of! UC,! was! confirmed! on! the!
pathological! specimens! to! be! severe! active! in! 3! patients! and!
moderately! active! in! 2! patients.! All! colonic! samples! showed! focal!
active! inflammation! in! the! form! of! cryptitis! and! occasional! crypt!



































































Figure! 3.6.! Significant! correlation! between! Crohn’s! Disease! Activity! Index!
(CDAI)!(n=23)!and!various!biochemical!markers.!White!cell!count!significantly!
positively!correlates!with!CDAI!(A).!Neutrophils!count!significantly!positively!
correlates! with! CDAI! (B).! Haemoglobin! blood! level! significantly! negatively!





Figure! 3.7.! Significant! positive! correlation!was! found! between! the! disease!
activity! on! the! histological! specimen! of! the! bowel! and! Crohn’s! Disease!
Activity!Index!(CDAI)!score!

























Except! for! CRP,! all! other! variables! including! WCC,! neutrophils,!
haemoglobin,!haematocrit!and!CDAI!were!normally!distributed!when!
tested! for! normality! using! KolmogorovRSimirnov! and! ShapiroRWilk!
tests.!Univariate!linear!logistic!regression!analysis!was!performed!on!
individual! independent! variables! including:! WCC,! neutrophils,!
haemoglobin!and!haematocrit.!CDAI!was!considered!the!dependent!
variable.!The!model!produced!statistically!significant!coefficients!for!all!
the! variables! (Table! 3.6).! This!means! that! a! unit! increase! in!WCC!
(x109/L)!can!predict!an!increase!of!CDAI!by!15.5!points.!Similarly,!a!
unit!increase!in!the!neutrophils!count!(x109/L)!or!CRP!(mg/dL)!serum!






Except! for! the! CRP! level,! multivariate! linear! regression! of! WCC,!
neutrophils,!haemoglobin,!and!haematocrit!to!predict!CDAI!produced!









Table! 3.6.! Univariate! and! multivariate! linear! regression! analysis! to! predict! the!
likelihood!of!CDAI!score!!
! Univariate! Multivariate!




WCC! 15.5! [2.7,28]! 0.02! R! R! R!
Neutrophils! 16.2! [2.5,30]! 0.02! R! R! R!
CRP! 0.8! [0.1,1.5]! 0.03! 0.5! [R0.2,1.3]! 0.15!
Haemoglobin! R47.5! [R85,R10]! 0.01! R! R! R!










correlated!with!CDAI! (Section! 3.2.3.1! and!Figure! 3.7).! This! section!
aims! to! construct! a! model! that! can! predict! the! severity! of! bowel!
inflammation! from! preoperative! variables.! Although! the! dependent!
variable! of! CD! pathological! severity! is! ordinal,! represented! by:! 10!




remission! pathological! diagnosis.! Binary! rather! than! ordinal! logistic!
regression!analysis!was!used! for!easier! interpretation!of! the! results!
and! because! patients! with! severe! disease! represented! the! highest!
ratio,!almost!half!of!the!CD!patients’!population.!!
!
Univariate! analysis! of! WCC,! neutrophils,! CRP,! haemoglobin,!
haematocrit,!and!CDAI!was!performed!to!predict!the!severity!of!bowel!
disease!on!pathology!and!demonstrated!a! significant! odds! ratio! for!
CDAI!(OR=1.02,!95%!CI![1,1.04],!p<0.05).!This!suggests!that!for!every!
unit! increase! in! the! CDAI! the! likelihood! of! the! patient! to! have!
pathologically!severe!bowel!disease!increases!by!2%.!The!odds!ratio!






CDAI,! there! is! 3%! increase! in! the! likelihood! of! the! patient! having!
pathologically!severe!bowel!disease.!The!odds!ratio!for!other!variables!
remain! statistically! insignificant! (Table!3.7).!On! the!univariate!CDAI!
can!predict!pathologically!severe!bowel!and!nonRsevere!bowel!disease!
in! 92%! and! 90%! of! the! patients! respectively.! Similarly,! in! the!







! OR! 95%!CI! p!value! OR! 95%!CI! p!value!
WCC!! 1.18! [1,1.5]! 0.17! 1.27! [0.1,36]! 0.89!
Neutrophils!! 1.18! [1,1.5]! 0.19! 0.70! [0.02,20]! 0.83!
CRP!!! 1.02! [0.99,1! 0.17! 1.00! [1,1.1]! 0.99!
Haemoglobin!!! 0.55! [0.3,1.1]! 0.10! 1.38! [0.1,49]! 0.86!
Haematocrit!!! 0.80! [0.63,1]! 0.08! 0.85! [0.24,3]! 0.81!












performed! in! 13! (53%)! and! 10! (71%)! of! CD! and! control! patients!
respectively.!A!total!of!5!(22%)!patients!in!the!CD!group!and!3!(21%)!
patients! in! the! control! group! had! their! resection! completed!
laparoscopically4.!Furthermore,!5!(22%)!of!CD!patients!and!1!(7%)!of!

























































Table! 3.9! summarises! postoperative! details! including! the! length! of!
hospital!stay,!postoperative!complications,!readmission!rate,!and!CD!
recurrence! rate.!The! time!of! follow!up! ranged! from!approximately!6!
months!to!3!years.!The!median!hospital!stay!for!the!CD!patients!was!
shorter! (median=9! days,! range:! 4,! 64)! than! the! control! group!
(median=13! days,! range:! 3,! 36),! however! the! difference! was! not!
statistically! significant! (p=0.67).! Two! patients! from! the! CD! group!
suffered!from!postRoperative!wound!infection,!one!of!which!required!a!
negative! pressure! wound! therapy! (NPWT)! (vacuum! dressing)5! for!
treatment!and!the!other!resolved!with!conservative!management.!One!







relapse.! None! of! the! patients! who! were! readmitted! in! the! disease!
group! required! surgery.! Two! patients! from! the! control! group! were!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
5! NegativeRpressure! wound! therapy! (NPWT)! is! a! therapeutic! technique! using!






The! recurrence! rate!was! reported! in!5! (22%)!of! the!disease!group.!
Three!of!which!were!proven!on! repeat!colposcopy!and!pathological!
specimens.! The! remainder! two! complained! of! symptoms! of!




















The! objectives! were! to! identify! potential! differences! between! the!
patients!that!might!have!been!a!cause!for!biases,!such!as!age,!gender,!
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comparable! in! terms! of! their! age,! gender,! BMI,! ASA! score,! WCC!
count,!haemoglobin,!haematocrit,!and!albumen!levels.!However,!there!
were!significantly!more!Caucasian!patients,!higher!CRP! levels,!and!
more! frequent! immunosuppressive! treatment! in! the! disease! group.!
These!differences!will!be!considered!when!interpreting!the!results!of!
the!subsequent!experiments,!such!as!gene!and!protein!expression.!
The! results! also! confirmed! that! CDAI,! relevant! to! CD! patients,!
significantly! positively! correlated! with! the! disease! activity! on!
histopathology,! WCC,! and! neutrophils! counts.! On! the! other! hand,!








CD! from! other! chronic! gastrointestinal! conditions.! A! study! from! St!
Bartholomew’s!Hospital,!London!(Beattie!et!al.,!1995)! found! that!26!
(100%)!of!the!patients!diagnosed!with!CD!had!increased!CRP!levels!
as! compared!with! those!who!had!polyps!or! children!with!otherwise!
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normal! investigations.! Similar! findings!were! demonstrated! almost! a!
decade! before! that,! by! Shine! et! al! at! St! Mark’s! hospital,! London!
investigating!chronic!abdominal!pain!in!82!patients,!out!of!which!all!of!
CD!patients!had!increased!CRP!as!compared!with!normal!CRP!levels!





Another!significant! finding! is! that!majority!of!CD!patients!are!from!a!
Caucasian!racial!origin,!which!is!consistent!with!previous!research.!In!
an!epidemiological!report!including!554!patients!with!CD,!485!(87%)!
and! 53! (10%)! were! from! Caucasian! and! African! American! racial!
origins!respectively! (Kanaan!et!al.,!2012).! Indeed,!populationRbased!









As!would!be!expected! in! the!era!of!advanced!medical! therapy,! the!
majority! of! patients! with! CD! were! treated! with! immunosuppressive!
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therapy.! The! ratio! of! patients! treated! with! immunosuppressive!
medication!was!significantly!higher! in!the!CD!patients.!Furthermore,!
multiple! immunosuppressive! therapy! including,!
azathioprine/mercaptopurine! and! methotrexate! in! combination! with!
steroids! were! used! to! treat! most! patients! with! moderately! active!
localized!ileocaecal!disease.!In!the!CD!group,!antiRTNF!therapy!was!
used! to! treat! patients! with! steroid! refractory! and! those! who! were!
steroid!dependent.!This!line!of!treatment!is!consistent!with!the!current!
European! evidenceRbased! consensus! on! the! diagnosis! and!
management!of!CD!(Dignass!et!al.,!2010).!Also,!patients!in!the!control!
group! suffering! from! UC! were! on! optimal! medical! therapy! as!
recommended! by! the! European! evidenceRbased! consensus! on! the!
diagnosis! and! management! of! UC! (Dignass! et! al.,! 2012).!
Immunosuppressive! therapy! can! alter! cellular! gene! expression,!
therefore!the!significant!increase!in!the!ratio!of!patients!with!CD!who!




This! study! also! demonstrated! a! significant! positive! correlation!
between!CDAI!and! the! levels!of!CRP,!WCC!and!neutrophils!count.!
Several!studies!in!the!literature!reported!a!positive!correlation!between!
CRP! levels!and!CD!activity.!Those! comparable! studies!based! their!




between! CDAI! and! the! CRP! levels! (r=0.3)! (Karoui! et! al.,! 2007).!
Correlation!that!is!similar!but!stronger!was!demonstrated!in!this!study!
(r=0.45).! The! reason! for! a! stronger! correlation! in! this! study! can!be!
explained!by!the!higher!percentage!of!patients!with!severe!disease,!


















CRP,! haemoglobin,! and! haematocrit! were! significant! predictors! of!
CDAI.!In!a!univariate!linear!regression!analysis,!these!variables!can!
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predict! CDAI! with! significant! coefficient! values.! Previously,! similar!
studies! predicted! CDAI! from! a! more! simplified! clinical! score,! the!
HarveyRBradshaw!score.!This!produced!a!27!unit!increase!in!the!CDAI!
for!every!unit!increase!in!HarveyRBradshaw!score!(Best,!2006).!A!more!
recent! prospective! clinical! trial! that! employ! similar! methods! as!
predictors!of!relapse!after!cessation!of!biological! therapy! in!patients!
with! steroid! free! clinical! remission! is! the! STORI! trial! (Louis! et! al.,!
2012).! They! identified! risk! factors! for! CD! relapse! including:! male!
genderK! absence! of! surgical! resectionK! WCC! >6x109K! haemoglobin!
level!≤145!g/LK!CRP!level!≥5!mg/LK!and!calprotectin!level!≥300!µg/g.!





despite! negating! multicollinearity,! the! model! was! not! statistically!
significant.!This!may!be!limited!by!the!small!sample!size!used!in!this!
study,!however!further!work!may!be!powered!and!if!achieves!statistical!
significance! could! be! a! novel! method! to! validate! CDAI! with! more!












Another! interesting! finding! was! the! significant! positive! correlation!
found! between! CDAI! and! the! severity! of! CD! in! the! pathological!
specimen.!Other! studies!have! found!significant! correlation!between!
CDAI!and!endoscopic!findings!(Cellier!et!al.,!1994),!MRI!(Florie!et!al.,!
2006),! CT! enteroclysis! (Chiorean! et! al.,! 2007),! and! histopathology!
(Geboes!et!al.,!2005,!Tielbeek!et!al.,!2014).!In!this!study,!univariate!
and!multivariate! analysis! of!WCC,! neutrophils,! CRP,! haemoglobin,!
haematocrit!and!CDAI!were!modeled!to!predict!the!histopathological!
disease!severity.!CDAI!was!the!only!significant!predictor!of!the!disease!
severity! at! the! bowel! level,! emphasising! the! significant! positive!
correlation! between! the! histological! severity! of! the! disease! and!
patients! symptoms!and! signs.!Other! authors! used! similar! statistical!
methods!to!predict!the!need!for!biological!therapy!(Molnar!et!al.,!2013).!
The!ability!to!establish!the!likelihood!of!the!final!histology!of!patients!





The! incidence! of! anaemia! in! CD! ranges! between! 7%! to! 74%!
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depending! on! disease! severity! (Gasche! et! al.,! 1997).! Although! the!
haemoglobin!level!was!similar!between!CD!and!controls!in!this!study,!
it! is! observed! that! as! disease! activity! increases! the! level! of!
haemoglobin! decreases.! This! negative! correlation! was! statistically!


















The!methods! in! this!section!are!strengthened!by! the!objectivity!and!
accuracy!of!the!data.!The!clinical!information!was!anonymised!at!the!
time! of! analysis.! Variables,! such! as! biochemical! blood! levels! were!
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performed! in! the! hospital! laboratory! for! clinical! purposes,! which! is!
known!for!its!high!standard.!Subjective!measures,!such!as!CDAI!are!
validated! and! largely! used! in! clinical! trials.! To! ensure! that! the!
questionnaire!was!accurate!and! the!questions!were!well! explained,!
this!was!completed!by!a!clinician!(ME).!Pathological!disease!activity!
and! diagnosis! were! interpreted! by! a! qualified! consultant! pathology!
consultant! (Dr!RodriguezRJusto).! The! sample! size,!was! powered! at!
80%! for! all! outcome! measures! and! the! statistical! methods! were!
appropriately!applied!to!data!analysis.!!
!
Despite! the! strengths! described! above,! some! limitations! were!
unavoidable.!These!include:!lack!of!healthy!controlK!potential!selection!
and! inclusion! biasesK! and! lack! of! blinding! particularly! regarding!






consent! for! the!study,!however,! these!patients!do!not! represent! the!
entire! population! of! CD,! such! as! those! who! do! not! require! bowel!




In! conclusion,! CD! patients! included! in! this! study! have! similar!
characteristics!to!the!control!group,!but!are!significantly!more!likely!to!
be! from! a! Caucasian! racial! background! and! have! higher! rate! of!




















mesenteric adipose tissue in 
Crohn’s disease patients 
!
4.! Histopathology and immunohistochemistry of mesenteric adipose 


















et! al.,! 2000),! there! are! no! dedicated! studies! to! characterise!
angiogenesis!in!CD!mesentery.!In!this!thesis,!it!was!hypothesised!that!





response.! Secondly,! to! assess! the! vascular! morphology! in! CD!





Therefore,! this! chapter! presents! the! following! results:! tissue!
inflammation,! fibrosis,! vascular! morphology,! HIF1! staining,! VEGF!








Chapter! 3! (Table! 3.1.).! There! is! a! discrepancy! in! the! number! of!
patients!used!in!subsequent!experiments,!reflecting!the!suitability!and!
availability!of! tissue!samples.!Analyses!were!carried!out!on!disease!










were!classified!as!disease! R! [14! (16%)!wrapping!AT,!and!19! (21%)!
ileocaecal! mesenteric! disease! AT]K! 57! (63%)! were! classified! as!
controls! R! [10! (11%)! ileocaecal! mesenteric! control! AT,! 15! (16%)!
omental! disease!AT,! 15! (16%)! subcutaneous! disease!AT,! 9! (10%)!
omental!control!AT,!and!8!(9%)!subcutaneous!control!AT]!(Figure!4.1).!
Methods! used! to! determine! tissue! characteristics! and! associations!
included:!tissue!immunohistochemistry,!which!has!been!described!in!






from!Crohn’s! disease! patients! (grey,! d.)! and! from! control! patients!









































































To! achieve! histological! characterisation! of! the! disease! tissues,!
comparison! was! initially! made! between! all! types! of! AT.! Further!






There! was! significantly! higher! ratio! of! tissue! inflammation! in! the!
disease!group!compared!to!control.!Mild!inflammation!was!identified!
in! 16! (48%)! and! 11! (19%)! of! the! disease! and! control! tissues!
respectively.!Moderate!inflammation!identified!in!3!(10%)!and!1!(2%)!
of! the! disease! and! control! tissues! respectively! (Table! 4.1).! This!
difference!was!statistically!significant!(X2(2)=12.7,!p<0.01)!(Figure!4.2:!
A,!B!and!C).!Furthermore,!there!was!also!statistical!differences!in!the!
presence! and! degree! of! inflammation! between! different! types! of!
tissues.!In!the!AT!from!CD!patients,!wrapping,!ileocaecal!mesenteric,!
omental! and! subcutaneous! AT! demonstrated! 8! (57%),! 8! (42%),! 8!
(53%)!and!2! (13%),!mild! inflammation! respectively.!CD!patients!AT!
also! demonstrated! moderate! inflammation! in! wrapping! 1! (7%),!
ileocaecal!mesenteric! 2! (11%),! and!omental! 1! (7%).!There!was!no!
moderate!significant!inflammation!in!AT!harvested!from!control!!
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None! Mild! Moderate! None! Mild! Moderate!
Inflammation!**! 14!(42%)! 16!(48%)! 3!(10%)! 45!(79%)! 11!(19%)! 1!(2%)!
Fibrosis! 23!(70%)! 6!(18%)! 4!(12%)! 45!(79%)! 11!(19%)! 1!(2%)!
! Absent! Present! Absent! Present!
Vessel!








HIF1**! 11!(33%)! 13!(40%)! 9!(27%)! 39!(68%)! 13!(23%)! 5!(9%)!
! Negative! Positive! Negative! Positive!






































































































































































































































































None! Mild! Moderate! Total!
Wrapping!AT! 5!(36%)! 8!(57%))! 1!(7%)! 14!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!d.! 9!(47%)! 8!(42%)! 2!(11%)! 19!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!c.! 10!(100%)! 0! 0! 10!
Omental!AT!d.! 6!(40%)! 8!(53%)! 1!(7%)! 15!
Omental!AT!c.! 8!(89%)! 1!(11%)! 0! 9!
Subcutaneous!AT!d.! 13!(87%)! 2!(13%)! 0! 15!
Subcutaneous!AT!c.! 8!(100%)! 0! 0! 8!







group! is! represented! by! the! wrapping! mesentery! and! the! ileocaecal!
mesentery!from!Crohn’s!disease!(CD)!patients.!Other!AT!are!control!group,!














































































There!was! no! statistical! difference! found! in! tissue! fibrosis! between!
disease!and!the!control!groups!(Χ2(2)=4.30,!p=!0.11).!Furthermore,!the!






Normal! Mild! Moderate! Total!
Wrapping!AT! 10!(71%)! 3!(22%))! 1!(7%)! 14!
Ileocaecal!
mesenteric!AT!d.! 13!(68%)! 3!(16%)! 3!(16%)! 19!
Ileocaecal!
mesenteric!AT!c.! 8!(80%)! 2!(20%)! 0! 10!
Omental!AT!d.! 11!(73%)! 4!(27%)! 0! 15!
Omental!AT!c.! 7!(78%)! 2!(22%)! 0! 9!
Subcutaneous!AT!d.! 11!(73%)! 3!(20%)! 1!(7%)! 15!
Subcutaneous!AT!c.! 8!(100%)! 0! 0! 8!






Vessel! tortuosity!was!present! in!4!(12%)!and!1!(2%)!of! the!disease!
and! control! AT! respectively! (Table! 4.1).! This! increase! in! vascular!
tortuosity!was!statistically!significant!(Χ2(1)=4.3,!p<0.05)!(Figure!4.2:!D,!
E,!and!F).!However,!when!comparison!was!made!to!different!type!of!









Wrapping!AT! 12!(86%)! 2!(14%)! 14!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!d.! 17!(90%)! 2!(10%)! 19!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!c.! 10!(100%)! 0! 10!
Omental!AT!d.! 14!(93%)! 1!(7%)! 15!
Omental!AT!c.! 9!(100%)! 0! 9!
Subcutaneous!AT!d.! 15!(100)! 0! 15!
Subcutaneous!AT!c.! 8!(100%)! 0! 8!






HIF1! staining! was! significantly! higher! in! the! disease! AT! than! in!
controls! (Table!4.1).!Wrapping!and! ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT! in!CD!
patients!demonstrated!13!(40%)!and!9!(27%)!weak!and!strong!HIF1!
staining! respectively,! which! was! significantly! higher! than! controls!
(Figure!4.2:!G,!H,!and!I).!Comparing!different!types!of!depot!regardless!
of!the!disease!state!demonstrated!weak!staining!in!4!(29%)!wrapping!














Negative! Weak! Strong! Total!
Wrapping!AT! 3!(21%)! 4!(29%)! 7!(50%)! 14!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!d.! 8!(42%)! 9!(47%)! 2!(11%)! 19!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!c.! 8!(80%)! 2!(20%)! 0! 10!
Omental!AT!d.! 7!(47%)! 3!(20%)! 5!(33%)! 15!
Omental!AT!c.! 7!(78%)! 2!(22%)! 0! 9!
Subcutaneous!AT!d.! 9!(60%)! 6!(40%)! 0! 15!
Subcutaneous!AT!c.! 8!(100%)! 0! 0! 8!







Figure! 4.4.!Hypoxia! Inducible! Factor^1! (HIF1)! staining! in! different! type! of!





























































































Wrapping!AT! 1(7%)! 13!(93%)! 14!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!d.! 1(5%)! 18!(95%)! 19!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!c.! 0! 10!(100%)! 10!
Omental!AT!d.! 1(7%)! 14!(93%)! 15!
Omental!AT!c.! 1(11%)! 8!(89%)! 9!
Subcutaneous!AT!d.! 0! 15!(100%)! 15!
Subcutaneous!AT!c.! 0! 8!(100%)! 8!






There! was! a! significant! difference! in! the! levels! of! MVD! between!
disease! and! control! AT! (Table! 4.1).! Disease! AT! has! significantly!
(p<0.01)!higher!MVD!(mean=29,!SD=20)!than!control!AT!(mean=19,!
SD=12)!(Figure!4.2:!J,!K,!and!L).!There!was!also!a!significant!(p<0.01)!









! Mean!(SD,!SEM)! Median!(range)! Total!
Wrapping!AT! 27.6!(15.3,!4.1)! 23.5!(11R62)! 14!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!d.! 29.6!(23.3,!5.3)! 21!(13R102)! 19!
Ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!c.! 13.3!(5.8,!1.8)! 11!(7R26)! 10!
Omental!AT!d.! 30.4!(15,!3.9)! 28!(11R62)! 15!
Omental!AT!c.! 16.6!(9.2,!3.1)! 15!(6R32)! 9!
Subcutaneous!AT!d.! 17.5!(8.1,!2.1)! 16!(7R33)! 15!
Subcutaneous!AT!c.! 12.5!(5.6,!2)! 10.5!(7R23)! 8!



































































   
   
   
   
























Table! 4.8! summarises! the! Pearson! Correlation! (r)! of! associations!
between!the!histological!characteristics!of!the!different!types!of!depot.!
This!included:!inflammation,!fibrosis,!vessel!tortuosity,!assessment!of!
tissue! staining! for! angiogenic! factors! (HIF1! and! VEGF),! and!MVD.!
There! was! a! strong! association! between! these! characteristics:!
particularly!MVD!was!positively!correlated!with!inflammation,!fibrosis,!






























































Inflammation! was! significantly! positively! correlated! with! fibrosis!
(r=0.53),! HIF1! staining! (r=0.66),! VEGF! staining! (r=0.26)! and! MVD!
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(r=0.65)! (Figure! 4.7,! A).! No! association! was! found! between!
inflammation!and!vessel!tortuosity.!Furthermore,!association!of!ordinal!
categories! was! tested! by! Pearson! ChiRsquare.! This! included!
inflammation!and!fibrosis,!vessel!tortuosity,!HIF1!staining,!and!VEGF!





Figure! 4.7.!Correlation!between!microvascular!density! (MVD,!Y! axis)! and!







Fibrosis!was! significantly! positively! correlated!with! vessel! tortuosity!
(r=0.21),! HIF1! staining! (r=0.26),! VEGF! staining! (r=0.30),! and!MVD!
(r=0.53)!(Figure!4.7,!B).!Significant!association!between!fibrosis!and!
vessels! tortuosity! (X2(2)=6.4,! p<0.05),! as! well! as! VEGF! staining!
(X2(2)=12.2,!p<0.01)!was!demonstrated!when!using!ordinal!Pearson!
ChiRsquare! test.! Using! the! latter! test,! there! was! no! significant!






Vessel! tortuosity! was! significantly! positively! correlated! with! HIF1!
staining! (r=0.33)! and!MVD! (r=0.22)! (Figure! 4.7,! C).! There! was! no!







HIF1! staining! was! significantly! positively! correlated! with! VEGF!
staining!(r=0.33)!and!MVD!(r=0.50)!(Figure!4.7,!D).!Similarly,!VEGF!
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staining! was! significantly! positively! correlated! with! MVD! (r=0.37)!
(Figure!4.7,!E).!Ordinal!data!Pearson!ChiRsquare!test!also!suggested!










CD! patients.! Specifically,! this! set! of! experiments! was! designed! to!
study! inflammation,! fibrosis,! vascular! morphology,! HIF1! staining,!
VEGF!staining!and!MVD,!in!freshly!harvested!tissues.!The!tissue!was!
immediately! fixed! in! formaldehyde! to! preserve! its! characteristics,!
aiming! to! investigate! whether! the! angiogenic! features! were!
dysregulated,!resulting!in!a!pathological!microvasculature.!This!study!





AT! had! significantly! more! inflammation! and! vessel! tortuosity.! The!
strength! of!HIF1! staining,! a! proRangiogenic! factor,!was! significantly!
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higher!in!CD!mesenteric!AT!in!comparison!to!control.!MVD!was!also!
significantly! higher! in! the! test! group.! Despite! the! presence! of!
inflammation!and!the!increase!in!MVD,!the!level!of!VEGF!staining,!a!
potent! proRangiogenic! factor,! was! not! increased.! Yet,! there! was! a!
significant!positive!correlation!between!MVD!and!other!characteristics!
including:!inflammation,!fibrosis,!vessels!tortuosity,!HIF1!staining,!and!
VEGF!staining.!This! finding! suggests! that! inflammation! significantly!
correlated! with! increased! angiogenesity! (Figure! 4.7).! MVD! was!
significantly!positively!correlated!with!an!increase!in!the!frequency!of!
vessel! tortuosity.! Unlike! the! upRregulated! angiogenesis! that! takes!
place! in! physiological! healing! mechanisms,! the! upRregulated!
angiogenesis! in! CD! mesenteric! AT! is! likely! to! be! unbalanced.! In!
wound!repair!for!example,!newly!formed!blood!vessels!participate!in!
provisional! granulation! tissue! formation! and! provide! nutrition! and!
oxygen!to!the!growing!tissues!(Li!et!al.,!2003).!Thus,!when!the!wound!
has!healed!and!the!tissue!is!adequately!perfused,!vessels!that!are!no!
longer! needed! die! by! apoptosis! (Greenhalgh,! 1998).! ! This! did! not!
appear! to!be! the!case! in!CD!mesentery,!suggesting!a!dysregulated!
angiogenic! response.! Clinically,! it! is! relevant! to! understand! the!
angiogenic! response,! particularly! when! considering! antiRangiogenic!
therapy!for!the!treatment!of!CD!patients!(Chandar!et!al.,!2015).!!
!






that! the! abnormal! mesenteric! tissue,! particularly! the! wrapping!







mesenteric! AT).! This! may! be! explained! by! the! fact! that! the! vast!
majority!of!CD!patients! in!this!study!were!diagnosed!with! ileocaecal!
Crohn’s.!The!pathological! diagnosis!of!CD!specimens! including! the!
wrapping!mesentery!were!summarised!in!chapter!3.!The!results!of!the!
pathological!diagnosis!stated!in!chapter!3!and!this!study!are!consistent!
with! that! described! by! Crohn’s! approximately! a! century! ago.! ! The!
mesentery! is! thickened,! edematous! and! contains! numerous! large!




harvested! from!CD!patients! (Borley!et!al.,!2000).!Depending!on! the!
stage!of!the!disease,!these!changes!varied!considerably,!from!mild!to!
severe! inflammation.! Other! reports! also! described! a! more! severe!
inflammation! in! the!mesentery! that!has!most!proximity! to! the!bowel!
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(Desreumaux! et! al.,! 1999).! The! findings! in! this! study! are! unique!
because!they!correlated!these!pathological!features!to!increased!MVD!
and!associated!abnormal!tortuous!vessels.!This!further!confirms!the!




group,! this! cohort! included! specimens! from! the! omental! and!
subcutaneous!AT!of!CD!patients!for!comparison!as!well.!Initially!the!
comparison!was!performed!between! the! test! group!and! the! control!
group! and! subsequently! comparison! between! all! tissue! type! was!
undertaken.!This!was!to!obtain!a!comprehensive!view!of!the!difference!
between!CD! and! nonRCD,! as!well! as! differences! between! different!
types! of! AT.! Thus,! patients! with! CD! demonstrated! increased!
inflammatory! changes! in! both! omental! and! subcutaneous! AT.! This!
may! partly! explain! the! extraRintestinal! manifestations! of! CD.! In! a!
retrospective! study! of! 448! IBD! patients,! Aghazadeh! et! al.! reported!
extraRintestinal!manifestations! in! approximately! 40%!of!CD!patients!
involving!most!of!the!body!systems!particularly!the!skin!(Aghazadeh!
et! al.,! 2005).! Inflammatory! changes! in! the! subcutaneous! AT! may!






similar! ratio! of! fibrosis! in! CD! and! control.! Nevertheles,! this! study!
demonstrated!that!fibrosis!in!AT!was!positively!significantly!correlated!
with! inflammation,! vessels! tortuosity,!HIF1!and!VEGF!staining,! and!
MVD.! This! may! suggest! an! interplay! between! the! mechanisms! of!
chronic! inflammation! and! angiogenesis! (Kreuger! and! Phillipson,!
2016).!A!possible!explanation!to!the!similar!ratio!of!fibrosis!between!




in! the!context!of! chronic! tissue!disease.!Fibrosis!has!been!strongly!
associated!with! chronic! inflammatory! diseases! (Ueha! et! al.,! 2012).!
Previous!investigation!of!the!mesenteric!AT!in!CD!found!a!significant!
correlation! between! bowel! mucosal! ulceration,! transmural!




blood! flow! to! the! bowel.! At! this! level,! exchange! of! gas,! solute! and!
hormones! between! blood! and! tissue! occurs.! Furthermore,! the!
microvasculature!entertains!the!highest!regenerative!capacity!and!is!




CD! description,! few! reports! briefly! mentioned! vascular! changes! in!















suggested! that! CD! is! mediated! by! multifocal! gastrointestinal!
ischaemia! (Wakefield! et! al.,! 1989).! Vessel! tortuosity! is! also! part! of!
systemic!diseases!(Amemiya!and!Bhutto,!2001)!and!it!could!be!that!
this! may! be! a! part! of! the! extraRintestinal! manifestation! of! CD.!








consumed! by! the! mitochondria! (Rolfe! and! Brown,! 1997).! As! a!
compensatory! mechanism! HIF1! becomes! activated! (Semenza! and!
Wang,!1992).! It! is!now!clear! that!HIF1!accumulation!stimulates! the!
transcription! of! proangiogenic! factors! including! VEGF! (Semenza,!
2003,!Semenza,!2009).!In!CD!bowel!specimens!HIF1!and!not!VEGF!
was!overexpressed! (Giatromanolaki!et!al.,!2003).!This! is!consistent!
with! the! results! in! this! experiment.! The! lack! of!VEGF! in!CD!bowel!




were! collected.! Anaesthetic! agents! such! as! nitrous! oxide! can!
redistribute!oxygen!toward!all!compartments!outside!mitochondria!and!
activate! HIF! hydroxylase! (Hagen! et! al.,! 2003).! Consequently,!
hydroxylases!do!not!register!hypoxia!and!HIF1!is!inactivated!(Taylor,!
2008).! The! other! explanation! could! be! that! the! angiogenic!
mechanisms!in!this!group!of!patients!are!dysregulated!and!the!vessels!
tortuosity! and! high!MVD! is! propagated! by! other! angiogenic! factors!
than!VEGF.!For!example,!AT!angiogenesis!can!be!promoted!by!Leptin!
and!HIF1!(Wator!et!al.,!2008).!Furthermore,!similar!to!AT!in!obesity,!
angiogenesis! in! inflamed!wrapping!and! ileocaecal!mesenteric!AT!of!







in! neoplastic! angiogenesis! (Yin! et! al.,! 2005).! Furthermore,! the!
correlation! between! increased! MVD! and! arteriolar! stenosis! in! CD!
intestinal! tissue! has! been! demonstrated! (Wakefield! et! al.,! 1991b).!
Limited! tissue! flow! due! to! arteriolar! stenosis! could! account! for!
increased! MVD! in! the! wrapping! and! ileocaecal! AT! in! this! cohort!
(Koerselman!et!al.,!2003).!It!is!unclear!whether!increased!MVD!in!the!
disease!AT!samples!is!related!to!chronic!inflammation!or!to!arteriolar!




The! strength! of! this! study! lies! mainly! in! characterising! freshly!
harvested!AT! from! the!mesentery! of!CD!patients.!Unlike! gene!and!
protein!expression!studies!described! in! the!subsequent!chapters,! in!
this! experiment! tissues! were! fixed! immediately! in! formaldehyde! in!
order! to!preserve! the! features!of! tissues!at! the! time!of!harvest!and!
negate!any!bias!that!may!result! from!sample!processing!(Carson!et!
al.,! 1973).! The!methods! are! well! established! and! the! results! were!
accurately! interpreted! by! two! blinded! researchers:! Dr! Manuel!









Despite! the! strengths! of! this! study! there! are! some! unavoidable!
limitations.! The! short! duration! of! the! study! as! well! as! the! small!
proportion!of!CD!patients!requiring!surgical!resection,!restrict!sample!









In! conclusion,! wrapping! and! ileocaecal! mesenteric! AT! from! CD!
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nucleus! through! the! cytoplasm,! picked!up!by! the! ribosomes,!which!
translate!the!information!code!into!amino!acid!sequence!that!makes!
up! proteins! (Palade,! 1975,!Morisaki! et! al.,! 2016).! Cells! respond! to!
environmental!cues!and!synthesise!proteins!with!precise!timing!and!
specific!molecular! functions! (Sonenberg!and!Hinnebusch,! 2009).! In!
particular! to! this! thesis,! angiogenic! gene! expression! studies! will!
characterise! the! mesenteric! AT! in! CD! at! a! molecular! level.! The!
hypothesis! of! a! dysregulated! angiogenic! balance! that! drives! the!













sample! size.! The! chapter! has! been! divided! into! two! sections:! 1)!















ileocaecal! mesenteric! AT! from! 8! nonRCD! patients.! Patients!
characteristics!are!detailed! in! chapter! 3.!Table!5.1! summarises! the!
characteristics!of!the!16!patients!included!in!this!study.!Briefly,!CD!and!
control!patients!were!similar!in!age,!gender,!BMI,!and!ASA!score.!Out!
of! a! total! of! 8!patients! in! the!CD!group,! 7! (87%)!were! treated!with!
immunosuppressive! therapy! including! steroids! and! antiRTNF!
monoclonal! antibodies.! In! the! control! group! there! were! 3! (37%)!
patients! with! a! diagnosis! of! UC! who! were! treated! with!
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immunosuppressive!therapy!at!the!time!of!surgery!including!steroids.!











































dendrogram! in!order! to!demonstrate! the!strength!of! fold! regulation,!
and!group!together!genes!with!similar!expression!patterns!.!Secondly,!
the!quantitative!method!using!2^(RAvg.(Delta(CT))!was!employed! to!








calculated! to! identify!upregulated!and!downregulated!genes.!A! total!
number! of! 47! (56%)! demonstrated! two! or! moreRfold! decrease! in!
comparison!to!control!(Figure!5.1).!The!heat!map!is!colour!coded!and!
shows! the! genes’! expression! fold! regulation.! For! example,! gene!




a! hierarchical! clustering! model! to! group! the! genes! based! on! their!
expression! in! tissues!(Figure!5.1,!C).!For!example,!as!shown!in! the!
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dendrogram,! CXCL6! and! VEGFC! share! common! gene! expression!
pattern.! This! pattern! is! then! similar! to! VEGFA,! HIF1A,! CTGF! and!
SERPINF1.!Both!groups!are!then!grouped!with!FLT1!and!so!on.!The!
clustergram!also!groups!genes!that!are!similar!by!colour!coding,!noted!

































































































































































































































































































































The! strength! of! correlations,! whether! positive! or! negative,! was!
examined! by! inference! statistics.! Because,! r! values! can! only! lie!
between!(0!to!1)!if!positive,!and!(R1!to!0)!if!negative,!it!is!not!possible!
to!generate!confidence! intervals!and!using! tRtest!was! inappropriate.!
Instead,!Fissure!transformation!of!the!r!values!to!z!scores!was!used!to!
test!the!average!strength!of!correlations.!The!mean!of!the!z!score!for!




mean! of! the! z! score! ! for! the! negative! correlation! demonstrated!
statistically!significantly!(p<0.0001)!stronger!correlation!in!the!disease!
group!(mean=R0.3,!SD:!0.2K!median=0.3,!range:!R.08,!!R0.007)!than!in!

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in& fold& regulation.&Gene&name&and&a& summary&of& its& angiogenic& function.&Proangiogenic& (++).&
Positively&or&negative&angiogenesis&regulator&(+).&Antiangiogenic&(BB).&





















































in& fold& regulation.&Gene&name&and&a& summary&of& its& angiogenic& function.&Proangiogenic& (++).&
Positively&or&negative&angiogenesis&regulator&(+).&Antiangiogenic&(BB).&





















































EFNA1'(++)' Ephrin)A1'' Endothelial'cell'migration.' (Song'et'al.,'2013)'
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Table&5.2.&Angiogenic&genes&with&2&or&more&decrease&in&fold&regulation,&and&1&or&more&increase&
in& fold& regulation.&Gene&name&and&a& summary&of& its& angiogenic& function.&Proangiogenic& (++).&
Positively&or&negative&angiogenesis&regulator&(+).&Antiangiogenic&(BB).&
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their! functional! ability! to! maintain! angiogenic! balance,! a! literature!
search! was! conducted! using! PubMed! database! to! establish! the!




into! three! categories! (Ribatti! et! al.,! 2007):! 1)! proangiogenic! group,!
those!which!promote!angiogenesisH!2)!positive!or!negative!angiogenic!
regulator:! those! that! positively! or! negatively! regulate! rather! than!
promote!angiogenesisH!and!3)!antiangiogenic:!those!with!functions!that!















classified! as! proangiogenic.! Genes! with! proangiogenic! function!

















Individual! gene! expression! was! quantified! by! calculating! the! 2^(?
Avg.(Delta(Ct))! for! levels! comparison.! Antiangiogenic! gene!
expression!was!lower!in!the!disease!group!than!controls!(Figure!5.4,!
A).!!However,!the!only!statistically!significant!level!was!observed!for!
CXCL9.! The! expression! of! CXCL9! was! statistically! significantly!
(p<0.05)! lower! in! the! disease! tissue! (mean=0.05,! SD:! 0.12H!
median=0.004,! range:! 0.0002,! 0.4)! than! in! the! control! tissue!
(mean=0.21,!SD:0.4H!median=0.07,!range:!0.002,!1.2).!
!
Although! not! statistically! significant,! the! gene! expression! levels! of!




5.4,! C).! Specifically,! CXCL5! and! EFNA1! were! downregulated! with!
statistically! significant! 2^(?Avg.(Delta(Ct))! values.! The! gene!
expression!level!of!CXCL5!was!statistically!significantly!(p<0.05)!lower!
in!the!disease!tissue!(mean=0.002,!SD:!0.003H!median=0.0003,!range:!
0.0001,! 0.011)! than! in! the! control! tissue! (mean=0.03,! SD:! 0.07H!
median=0.002,! range:! 0.0003,! 0.2).! The! gene! expression! level! of!

















This! section! will! explain! the! difference! in! ratios! between! pro?! and!
antiangiogenic! genes.! To! measure! whether! the! ratios! of! gene!
expression! levels! differ! between! disease! and! control.! The! gene!




























































































































































In! the! disease! tissue,! COL3A3! and! IL6! genes! expression! was!













Although!IL6!gene!expression!were!higher! in! the!control!group,! this!
did!not!reach!statistical!significance.!The!mean!for!IL6!level!in!the!test!
group!(mean=7,!SD=26)!was!lower!than!the!controls!(mean=31,!SD=!













COL4A3% 4.4!(8)! 2.6!(6)! 0.43!
CXCL9% 1.2!(5.7)! 0.1!(0.4)! 0.67!
IL6% 7!(27)! 31!(147)! 0.76!
MMP2% 0.3!(0.7)! 0.1!(0.1)! 0.4!
SERPINF1% 4.4!(8)! 2.6!(6)! 0.42!


























IL6/COL4A3% 404!(716)! 1154!(2468)! 0.3!
IL6/CXCL9% 69!(114)! 169!(416)! 0.15!
IL6/SERPINF1% 1!(1.6)! 11!(37)! 0.13!
MMP2/COL4A3% 136!(174)! 303!(874)! 0.85!
MMP2/CXCL9% 19!(30)! 21!(35)! 0.94!
MMP2/SERPINF1% 0.4!(0.4)! 0.8!(1.5)! 0.61!
VEGFA/COL4A3% 211!(246)! 384!(563)! 0.73!
VEGFA/CXCL9% 35!(52)! 61!(117)! 0.87!



























































































































































































































































































































































previously! in! this! thesis,! where! it! was! demonstrated! that! the!
mesenteric! AT! in! CD! patients! have! higher! MVD! and! more! vessel!
tortuosity,! this! set! of! experiments! aims! to! discover! whether! the!
angiogenic!balance!in!CD!patients!is!different!to!control.!By!assessing!
the! expression! of! genes! involved! in! human! angiogenesis! the!
objectives! were! to! assess! their! levels,! correlations! and! ratios! in!





downregulated! in! comparison! to! control.! The! correlations! between!
angiogenic!genes!were!significantly!different!between!the!disease!and!




Semenza,! 2003,! Semenza,! 2009).! Impaired! correlation! between!
genes!may!potentially!result!in!angiogenic!dysregulation.!In!fact,!this!
is!an!important!indicator!that!angiogenic!mechanisms!in!CD!mesentery!
may! differ! from! control.! Furthermore,! in! the! angiogenic! gene! array!
experiment,! the! proportion! of! proangiogenic! to! antiangiogenic! gene!
expression! were! significantly! different.! In! the! validation! gene!
expression! experiment,! although! antiangiogenic! factors! were!
relatively!higher!in!the!disease!patients,!these!genes!were!lower!when!
the!ratio!of!pro?!and!antiangiogenic!genes!was!performed.!However,!it!
is!difficult! to!conclude! these! results!as! the!validation!study! failed! to!




of! CD! (Carmeliet,! 2003),! detailed! information! about! the! angiogenic!
mechanisms!in!the!inflamed!bowel!and!specifically!in!the!mesentery!is!
essentially! non?existent! (Laroux! and! Grisham,! 2001,! Hatoum! and!
Binion,!2005).!Currently,!there!are!no!published!studies!dedicated!to!
characterise!angiogenic!gene!expression!in!the!mesenteric!AT!in!CD.!
However,! few! studies! have! demonstrated! an! association! between!
angiogenesis! and! CD! in! the! bowel! specimens! of! CD! patients.!
Recently,!Knod!et%al.!!demonstrated!a!significant!increase!in!VEGFB!
and!CD!bowel! specimen! (Knod! et! al.,! 2016a).! The! levels! for! other!







including! VEGF! and! IL6! were! downregulated.! The! apparent!
disagreement! in! gene! regulation! may! be! accountable! as! follows.!
Firstly,!angiogenic!gene!expression!in!the!mesentery!is!different!to!that!
presented! in! bowel! specimens.! Secondly,! the! multiple!
immunosuppressive!drugs!used!to!treat!the!patients!in!this!study,!may!
have! altered! the! gene! expression! profile.! Keeping! in!mind! that! the!
population!investigated!by!Knod!et%al.!are!paediatirc!patients!with!CD,!
who!may!have!a!different!gene!expression!profile!to!adult!patients,!and!
are! less! likely! to! be! chronically! treated! with! multiple!
immunosuppressive!therapy.!Lastly,!the!disease!activity!in!the!cohort!
of!patients!recruited!to!this!study!have!less!CDAI!in!comparison!to!the!
patients! investigated!by!Knod!et% al% (Knod%et% al.,% 2013,%Knod%et% al.,%
2016a).!!
%
The! finding! of! downregulated! angiogenesis! in! this! study! is! also!
inconsistent!with!previous!research!investigating!angiogenic!factors!in!
CD!bowel!specimens.!Danese!et%al.!described!upregulated!angiogenic!
factors! including! VEGF,! TNF,! bFGF,! and! IL8! in! the! intestinal!





that! may! have! changed! their! gene! expression! profile! due! to! their!
proliferative!state.!In!comparison,!this!study!looked!at!mesenteric!AT!
samples,! that! were! snap! frozen.! Therefore,! there! are! two! obvious!
explanations!that!can!be!counted!for!this!difference.!Firstly,!mesenteric!
AT!may!have!a!different!angiogenic!profile!in!comparison!to!the!bowel!
epithelium.! Secondly,! fresh! frozen! tissue! may! have! a! different!
angiogenic!profile!to!cells!in!culture!(vitro!environment),!as!explained!
above.!It!could!be!argued,!the!findings!in!this!study!are!more!accurate!
as! freshly! harvested,! snap! frozen! tissue! are! a! more! genuine!
representation!of!gene!expression!profile.!!
!
One! of! the!most! interesting! findings! in! this! study! is! the! significant!
difference! in! angiogenic! gene! correlations! found! between! CD! and!
control.!In!CD!mesenteric!AT!(test!group)!there!were!significantly!less!
positive! correlations! between! angiogenic! genes! and! on! average!
weaker!correlation!coefficients!(r).!Furthermore,!the!CD!mesenteric!AT!




supporting! this! study’s! main! hypothesis.! ! For! example,! VEGF! and!
VEGF!receptors,!are!positively!correlated!and!upregulated!in!response!
to! hypoxic! conditions! (Tuder! et! al.,! 1995,! Dvorak,! 2005).! Thus,! for!
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study! both! VEGFR1! and! VEGFR2! are! significantly! positively!
correlated!with!VEGFA!gene!expression.!Similarly,!the!expression!of!
VEGF! is! significantly! positively! correlated! with! the! expression! of!
MMP2!and!MMP9!in!human!glioblastomas!(Munaut!et!al.,!2003).! In!
this!study,!although!the!level!of!MMP2!was!positively!correlated!with!
VEGF! in! disease! and! control! tissue,! MMP9! was! only! positively!
correlated! with! VEGF! in! the! control! tissue! and! not! in! the! disease!
tissue.!!Other!angiogenic!factors!such!as!FGFR,!TGFA,!and!ERBB2!
were!significantly!strongly!correlated!with! the! level!of!VEGFA!in! the!
control! tissue,! but! negatively! correlated! in! the! disease! tissue.!!
Although!more!detailed!studies!are!required!to!highlight!the!functional!




in! this! experiment,! angiogenic! genes! were! classified! into! three!
categories:! 1)! those! that! promote! angiogenesis! (proangiogenic)H! 2)!
those!with!either!positive!or!negative!angiogenic!regulatory!functionH!
and! 3)! those! that! inhibit! angiogenesis! (antiangiogenic).! A! literature!
review!was! conducted! to! confirm! the! current! concluded! function! of!
each!gene.! In!order! to! investigate! the!angiogenic!balance!between!
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pro?!and!antiangiogenic!gene!expression,!ratios!of!individual!pro?!and!
antiangiogenic! genes! were! calculated! and! compared.! Statistically!
significant!differences!were!found!in!the!ratios!of!VEGFA!to!CXCL9,!
indicating!that!although!CXCL9!gene!expression!was!down!regulated!




effects! on! VEGF?stimulated! endothelial! cells! by! reducing! VEGFR2!
(KDA),! phospholipase! Cγ! (PLCγ),! and! exracellular! signal?regulated!




fibrosis! (Keane! et! al.,! 1999).! The! antiangiogenic! and! antfibrotic!
function! of! CXCL9! is! confirmed! to! be! mainly! through! reducing!
endothelial!cell!activation!rather!than!anti?inflammatory!(Sahin!et!al.,!
2012).! The! angiogenic! balance!with! relatively! higher! proangiogenic!
function,! may! explain! the! increase! MVD! reported! in! the!
immunohistochemistry!in!chapter!4!(Section!4.3.5).!Functionally,!these!
findings!support!the!hypothesis!of!this!thesis!that!angiogenesis!in!CD!






On! the! other! hand,! although! the! expression! of! the! antiangiogenic!
factor!THBS1!(Tolsma!et!al.,!1993)!was!lower!in!CD!mesenteric!AT!in!
comparison! to! control,! the! ratio! of! VEGFC! (a! strong! proangiogenic!
factor)! to! THBS1! demonstrated! a! relatively! higher! expression! of!
THBS1! in! the! disease! tissue.! Although! not! statistically! significant,!
THBS1!expression!level!is!also!higher!in!the!disease!tissue!relative!to!
VEGFA.! The! mechanisms! for! which! THBS1,! also! known! as!
thrombospondin! 1,! in! relation! to!VEGF!are!mediated! by! interacting!
with!CD36!on!the!endothelial!cell!membrane!(Dawson!et!al.,!1997).!
This!appears!to!inhibit!the!migration!and!apoptosis!of!endothelial!cells!
(Iruela?Arispe!et!al.,!1999).! In!view!of! the!gene!correlation! findings,!











PCR! quality! controls!were! optimal.! The! data!were! analysed! in! two!
different!validated!methods:!quantitative!and!relative.!The!construction!
of! a! correlation!matrix! to! demonstrate! differences! between!multiple!
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angiogenic!genes!and! illustrate! their! relationship! to!each!other!may!
explain! the! dysregulated! function! in! angiogenesis.! Comparison!
between! disease! and! control! in! the! correlation! matrix! showed!
significant! differences.! Furthermore,! the! comparison! based! on! the!
angiogenic!gene!functions!and!the!ratio!between!proangiogenic!and!














and! exploring! the! mechanismal! pathways! of! gene! function! are!
required!to!build!up!and!validate!these!findings.!On!a!larger!sample!
size,! structural! equation!modeling! to! correlate! structure! analysis! of!
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to! the! mechanisms! of! angiogenesis! in! the! mesenteric! AT! of! CD!
patients.! In! particular,! this! experiment! will! focus! on! two! potent!
proantiogneic!cytokines:!IL6!and!VEGFA.!These!two!cytokines!have!
been! selected! because! they! were! down! regulated! and! positively!
significantly!correlated! in! the!disease! tissue! in! the!gene!expression!
experiments.!Although!their!signaling!pathway!will!not!be!the!focus!of!
this! chapter,! it! is! important! to! demonstrate! their! similarity! in!
mechanism! of! action! through! STAT! and! ERK! pathways.! This! is! to!








al.,! 2003).! The! activation! of!ERK1/2! and!STAT3! pathways! activate!
endothelial! cell! proliferation,! migration! and! microvascular! tube!
formation!(Yahata!et!al.,!2003,!Deo!et!al.,!2002).!!
!
Similarly,!VEGFA! isoforms!bind!with!high?affinity! to!VEGFR1! (Flt?1)!
(de!Vries!et!al.,!1992,!Seetharam!et!al.,!1995)!and!VEGFR2!(KDR)!!!
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(Terman!et! al.,! 1991,! Terman!et! al.,! 1992).!VEGFR2!mediates! cell!




and! differentiation! (Zhuge! et! al.,! 2005,! Wang! et! al.,! 2016).!
Furthermore,! VEGFR2! mediates! the! activation! of! STAT3! pathway!
(Bartoli!et!al.,!2000,!Bartoli!et!al.,!2003).!Therefore,!deficiency!in!either!
cytokines,! IL6! or! VEGF! may! in! varying! degrees! impact! on! the!










A! total! number! of! 69! ATs! were! analysed! for! the! levels! of! IL6! and!
VEGF,!out!of!which!29!(42%)!were!from!CD:!11!(16%)!were!wrapping!
mesentery! and! 18! (26%)!were! ileocaecal!mesentery.! The! following!
tissues! from! control! patients! were! considered! control:! 12! (17%)!
ileocaecal!mesenteryH!6!(9%)!omentalH!and!6!(9%)!subcutaneous!AT.!
Furthermore,! AT! from! CD! patients! other! than! the! mesentery! were!
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Paired! values! from! CD! patients! IL6! expression! demonstrated!
statistically! significantly! (p<0.05)! lower! expression! of! IL6! in! CD!

































ANOVA! test! and! showed! statistically! significant! (p<0.05)! difference!
between!tissue.!!The!means!for!VEGF!expression!were!37!(SD=24),!
33! (SD=15),!41! (SD=30),!51! (SD=36),!68! (SD=73),!68! (SD=51),!64!
(SD=15)! for! wrapping! mesentery,! ileocaecal! mesentery! from! CD,!
ileocaecal!mesentery! from! control,! omental! from!CD,! omental! from!













Statistically! significant! (p<0.05)! difference!was! also! found! in! paired!
values! of! VEGF! expression! level! in! CD! patients.! The! VEGF!
expression!level!in!the!mesenteric!AT!(mean=36!pg/mg,!SD=27)!was!









Figure%6.6.%Vascular%endothelial%growth% factor% (VEGF)%expression% level% in%
























the! mesentery! and! therefore! can! be! considered! a! control,! for! the!
measurement!of!serum!levels!of!IL6!and!VEGF!patients!with!UC!were!
placed!on!a!third!category!other!than!the!controls.!Serum!samples!of!
a! total!number!of!36!patients!were!analysed!for! the! levels!of!VEGF!
and!IL6,!22!(61%)!of!which!have!undergone!surgery!for!CD,!5!(14%)!
for! UC! and! 9! (25%)! controls.! The! serum! of! CD! (mean=58! pg/ml,!
SD=138)!patients!and!UC!(mean=50!pg/ml,!SD=104)!had!higher!IL6!
levels! than! the! control! (mean=19! pg/ml,! SD=39)! (Figure! 6.8,! A).!
However,!this!difference!in!mean!was!not!statistically!significant.!The!
mean!of!VEGF!was!statistically!significantly!(p<0.05)!higher!in!the!CD!
















95%! CI:! ?0.8,! ?0.1H! p<0.05).! In! a! correlation! matrix,! there! was! no!
significant!correlation!between!the!serum!levels!of!IL6,!VEGF,!CRP,!
WCC,! neutrophils! count,! haemoglobin! count,! CDAI,! pathological!
















al.,! 2005,! Tzeng! et! al.,! 2013).! They! are! both! recognised! as! potent!
proinflammatory!and!proangiogenic!cytokines!and!play!an! important!
role! in! the! pathogenesis! of!CD! (de!Souza! and!Fiocchi,! 2016).! The!
overall! aim! of! this! thesis! was! to! characterise! angiogenesis! in! CD!
mesenteric!adipose!tissue.!In!the!gene!expression!experiments,!both!
IL6!and!VEGF!were!down!regulated!at!the!level!of!mRNA.!To!validate!
this! finding! at! the! protein! level! this! experiment! was! designed! to!
evaluate! the! tissue! levels! of! IL6! and! VEGF! cytokines! expression!
(Maier! et! al.,! 2009,! Vogel! and! Marcotte,! 2012).! Furthermore,! the!
















CD! patients,! demonstrated! similar! means! with! the! control! tissue!
(Yamamoto! et! al.,! 2005).! Another! study!measured! the! level! of! IL6!
secreted! from!mesenteric!AT!of!CD,!colonic!cancer!and!diverticular!





and!other! type!of!cancers! (Heikkila!et!al.,!2008).! In! this!experiment!
however,! the! control! patients! are! of! benign! conditions.! The!
explanation!of!the!lower!level!of!IL6!in!the!mesenteric!AT!in!this!cohort!
of! CD! patients! may! be! due! to! the! immunosuppressive! therapy!!
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conclude!that! the!mesenteric!AT!in!this!cohort!of!CD!patients! is! IL6!










serum! of! patients! with! CD! (Kapsoritakis! et! al.,! 2003,! Pousa! et! al.,!
2008a,!Scaldaferri! et! al.,! 2009).!However,! the! expression! of!VEGF!
from!the!mesenteric!AT!of!CD!has!not!been!investigated!before.!One!
study!compared!the!secretion!of!VEGF!from!mesenteric!AT!of!patients!
undergoing! bowel! resection! for! CD,! bowel! cancer! and! diverticular!
disease! patients.! The! capacity! of! CD!mesenteric! adipose! tissue! to!
secrete! VEGF! in! CD! patient! was! significantly! higher! than! controls!
(Schäffler! et! al.,! 2006).! Among! CD! patients,! the! same! study!
demonstrated!a!significantly!lower!level!of!VEGF!secretion!in!patients!






AT! may! be! a! validated! finding! explaining! the! increase! in! vessel!
tortuosity! found! in! the! histological! analysis! (Chapter! 4).! This! is!
supported! by! the! significant! lower! level! of! VEGF! mesenteric!




Similar! results!were!reported!by!Kapsoritakis!et%al.! investigating! the!
expression! of! VEGF! in! the! bowel! specimens.! ! Although! the! serum!
level!of!VEGF!was!significantly!higher! in!CD!patients! than!controls.!
The!bowel!specimens!of!CD!patients!failed!to!!stain!for!VEGF!in!all!












tissues.! This! positive! correlation! has! been! reported! before! in!
malignant! conditions,! such! as! pituitary! (Borg! et! al.,! 2005),! breast!
(Benoy! et! al.,! 2002),! gastric! cancers! (Huang! et! al.,! 2002),! and!
melanoma!(Yang!et!al.,!2009).!IL6!and!VEGF!signaling!pathways!are!
highly! intertwined.! For! example,! IL6! induces! signal! transduction! of!
VEGF!and! regulates!VEGF!promoter! activity! (Loeffler! et! al.,! 2005).!
They!both!activate!common!pathways,!such!as!STAT3!and!ERK1/2!
(Bartoli!et!al.,!2003,!Yang!et!al.,!2003).!In!terms!of!angiogenesis,!they!
both! promote! endothelial! cell! proliferation,! migration! and! apoptosis!
(Zhang!et!al.,!2006).!In!this!cohort!of!CD!patients!and!control!however,!
the!correlation!was!stronger!and!more!significant!in!the!control!group!
than! in!CD.!Although,! the!angiogenic!mechanisms!mediated!by! IL6!
and! VEGF! appear! to! correlate! positively,! in! CD! mesentery,! the!
deficiency! in! IL6! and! VEGF! at! this! local! level! may! support! the!





This!study! is!distinctive! in! two!main!aspects:! firstly,! for! investigating!
the!expression!level!of!two!important!angiogenic!proteins!at!the!level!
of!the!mesentery!in!CD!patientsH!and!secondly,!for!the!method!used!to!
measure! these! levels.!The!majority!of! the!studies!conducted! in! this!
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regard! either! used! immunohistochemistry! of! formalin?fixed! and!
paraffin?embedded! tissue,! or! tissue! culture! to! assess! the! level! of!
protein!secreted!in!the!supernatant.!However,!in!this!experiment!the!
total! protein! was! extracted! from! the! AT! freshly! collected! and! snap!
frozen!to!preserve!the!proteins!from!degradation.!Subsequently,!well!
established! ELISA! quantification! methods! were! used! to! precisely!
quantify! the! level! of! protein! expression! by! the! tissue.! The! use! of!
immunohistochemistry! to! quantify! the! level! of! VEGF! and! IL6!




failed! after! several! attempts.! This! may! be! due! to! the! very! low!
expression! that!was!subsequently!observed! in! this!experiment.!The!
total!protein!levels!were!assessed!and!the!observed!level!of!IL6!and!




subcutaneous! AT! from! CD! patients! was! performed! to! ensure! that!
variables! between! subjects,! such! as! medication,! age,! BMI! are! all!
adjusted! for.! Finally,! the! use! of! ethylenediaminetetraacetic! acid!
(EDTA)!!plasma!to!collect!blood!samples!was!avoided!to!prevent!the!





Despite! the! strengths! of! this! experiment,! there! were! unavoidable!
limitations,! including:! low! sample! size! and! control! group!who!were!
suffering! from!pathological! conditions,! such! as! diverticular! disease,!
benign!polyps!and!UC.!This!project!had!limited!funds!and!time?frame!
therefore! more! samples! could! not! be! obtained.! Also,! access! to!
mesenteric! tissue!biopsy! is!not! feasible! from!healthy! individuals,!as!
patients!must!have!been!undergoing!bowel!resection.!
!
A! way! to! improve! this! study! would! be! to! recruit! healthy! matched!
individuals! to! analyse! the! serum! level! of! these! cytokines.!Also,! the!
deficiency!of!protein!expression!of! IL6!and!VEGF! in! the!mesentery!
could! be! validated! in! a! larger! sample! size! and! potential! pathway!
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vasculature! is! observed! (Rupnick! et! al.,! 2002).! Similarly,! in! CD!
patients!the!phenomena!of!fat!wrapping!is!characterised!by!expansion!
of!the!mesenteric!AT!to!cover!the!inflamed!bowel.!In!the!current!project!
the! histological! specimens! of! CD! mesentery! demonstrated! a!
significant! increase! in! MVD.! In! other! studies! related! to! obesity,!
differentiation! of! preadipocytes! into! adipocytes! seemed! to! be!
dependent! on!new!blood! vessel! formation! (Fukumura!et! al.,! 2003),!






(Zhang! et! al.,! 1997).! It! is! expressed! and! secreted! by! AT,!
preadipocytes! and! adipocytes! (Miyazawa?Hoshimoto! et! al.,! 2005).!
Moreover,!up!regulated!expression!of!VEGF!mRNA!is!associated!with!
increased! AT! mass! during! weight! gain! (Hattori! et! al.,! 2004).! In!
previous!chapters!(5!and!6)!studying!VEGF!mRNA!expression!in!CD!






















g! of! freshly! harvested! AT! was! minced! into! smaller! pieces! and!







from! control! patients! were! considered! control:! 6! (9%)! ileocaecal!
mesenteryH! 5! (7%)! omentalH! and! 5! (7%)! subcutaneous! AT.!



























Figure%7.2.% Interleukin%6% (IL6)%concentration% in% the%supernatant%of%adipose%




Investigations! were! also! applied! to! paired! samples! from! the! same!
patients! of! CD! and! control.! Paired! IL6! concentrations! in! the!




the! ileocaecal! mesentery! (mean=258! pg/ml,! SD=79),! omentum!













VEGF!concentration! in! the! supernatant! of! the! test! group! (wrapping!
and! ileocaecal! mesenteric! AT! from! CD! patients)! (mean=90! pg/ml,!
SD=159)!and!controls!(mean=81!pg/ml,!SD=181)!were!similar!(Figure!
7.4,!A).!To!examine!the!difference!between!CD!and!non?CD!AT,!the!
subcutaneous! and! omental! AT! harvested! from! CD! patietns! was!
excluded.!Thus,! the!following!comparison! is!between!the!test!group!








supernatant% of% adipose% tissue% for% Crohn’s% disease% and% controls% (A)% and%






in! the! mesenteric! (mean=22.3! pg/ml,! SD=33),! omental! (mean=19!
pg/ml,! SD=17)! and! subcutaneous! (mean=17! pg/ml,! SD=16)! AT! of!
control! patients! in! comparison! to! wrapping! mesentery! (mean=88!












The! levels! of! VEGF! concentration! were! also! investigated! within!
patients! and! were! similar! in! 5! paired! samples! of! control! patients’!
ileocaecal! mesentery! (mean=25! pg/ml,! SD=36),! subcutaneous!
(mean=17!pg/ml,!SD=16),!and!omental!(mean=19!pg/ml,!SD=17)!AT!
(Figure! 7.6,! A).! However,! the! concentration! of! VEGF! in! 12! paired!
samples! of! CD! patients! were! significantly! (p<0.01)! lower! in! the!
subcutaneous! (mean=61! pg/ml,! SD=152)! than! in! the! omental!
(mean=188!pg/ml,!SD=276)!AT!(Figure!7.6,!B).!The!concentration!of!
VEGF!in!the!supernatant!of!the!two!groups!comprising!the!“test!group”,!
the! wrapping! mesentery! (mean=101,! SD=128)! and! ileocaecal!
mesentery! (mean=104,! SD=207),! were! higher! than! that! in! the!












functional! and! structural! abnormality! (Wakefield! et! al.,! 1989).!
Histological!features!of!vascular!injury,!focal!arteritis,!fibrin!deposition,!
arterial! occlusion,! granulomatous! vasculitis,! and! altered! vascular!
endothelium! are! observed! in! the! segments! of! resected! specimens!
from!CD!patients!and!support! the!role!of!vasculature! in! the!disease!
pathogenesis!(Wakefield!et!al.,!1991b,!Danese,!2011).!Furthermore,!
correlation! between!microvascular! dysfunction! and! the! pathological!
features!of!CD!have!been!described!(McLaren!et!al.,!2002).!However,!
the!underlying!molecular!mechanisms!of!dysregulated!angiogenesis!
are! still! unclear.! ! In! this! thesis,! increased! MVD! (chapter! 4)! and!
dysregulated! angiogenic! gene! expression! (chapter! 5)! have! been!
demonstrated,! supporting! the! hypothesis! that! angiogenesis! in! CD!
mesenteric! AT! is! dysregulated.! IL6! and! VEGF,! two! of! the! most!
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important!angiogenic!factors!were!deficient!at!the!mRNA!and!protein!
expression! at! tissue! level.! This! experiment! had! the! objective! of!
assessing! the! level! of! secretion! of! these! two! cytokines! by! the!
mesenteric!AT!of!CD!patients.!
!
The!main! findings! in! this!experiment!demonstrated! that! the! level!of!
VEGF!secreted!by!CD!mesenteric!AT!is!significantly!higher!than!the!
level! secreted! by! AT! from! control! patients.! However,! in! paired!
comparison!of!different!AT!types!from!CD!patients!the!level!of!VEGF!




2001,! Kapsoritakis! et! al.,! 2003).! The! serum! level! of! VEGF! of! this!
cohort! is! described! in! chapter! 6.! Briefly,! the! level! was! significantly!
higher! than! controls.! However,! at! the! intestinal! mucosal! level! the!
expression!of!VEGF!was!enhanced!in!patients!with!active!disease!and!
in!patients!at!remission!(Danese!et!al.,!2006).!Similarly,!the!expression!
of! VEGF! in! the! AT! is! up! regulated! only! during! adipose! tissue!




















to! be! a! patients! systemic! effect! and! not! attributed! to! the! AT!
endogenously,! but! influenced! by! the! patients! immunosuppressive!
therapy.!!
!
There!are!several!strengths!attributed!to!this!experiment:! firstly,! it! is!
done! under! ex! vivo! controlled! conditions! whereby! patient! related!
effects,! such! as! immunosuppressive! therapy! are! circumventedH!!
secondly,!the!tissue!is!minced!into!small!pieces!during!incubation!to!




There! are! some!unavoidable! limitations,! such!as! variabilities! in! the!
processing,! for! example! although! mincing! the! tissue! into! smaller!
pieces!was!done!very!carefully,!there!can!still!be!small!sub!variations.!
Furthermore,!although!the!IL6!levels!were!similar! in!the!CD!disease!
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The! plasticity! of! AT! is! considered! to! be! the! highest! among! all!
multicellular! organs! (Cinti,! 2005).! The! remarkable! ability! of! AT! to!
rapidly! expand! and! regress! is! well! demonstrated! when! individuals!
repetitively!diet,!as!they!can!lose!and!gain!dozens!of!kilograms!over!
















The! dynamic! nature! of! AT! growth! and! regression! is! essential! for!
survival! and! requires! tightly! balanced! angiogenic! and! inflammatory!






dynamic! organ! with! endocrine,! paracrine! and! autocrine! functions!
(Ahima!and!Flier,!2000a).!To!maintain!angiogenic!and! inflammatory!
balanced! responses,! AT! produces! high! levels! of! proangiogenic,!
antiangiogenic,! proinflammatory! and! anti?inflammatory! cytokines!
(Fasshauer!et!al.,!2002,!Kralisch!et!al.,!2005).!Specifically,!VEGF!is!
expressed!and!secreted!by!adipocytes!(Zhang!et!al.,!1997)!and!this!
thesis! demonstrates! that! several! pro?and! antiangiogenic! genes! are!
expressed!in!different!types!of!AT!including!the!mesentery.!Regarding!
CD! mesentery,! these! characteristics! may! provide! the! conceptual!
background! behind! the! expansion! of! the! mesentery! conferring! the!
phenomena!of!fat!wrapping.!The!milieu!of!inflammatory!cytokines!at!
the!site!of!the!inflamed!bowel,!and!the!plastic!endogenous!nature!of!
AT! are! substantive! reasons! that! support! the! observation! of! fat!














purposed! of! demonstration,! this! chapter! has! been! divided! into! four!
sections:!1)!descriptive!statistics!of!the!AT!used!in!this!experimentH!2)!
ratio! comparison! of! AT! vascular! sprouting! versus! no! vascular!








2! controls,! one! of!which! underwent! subtotal! colectomy! for!UC! and!
another!underwent!colectomy!for!constipation.!A!total!number!of!234!
duplicates!of! tissue!culture!were!performed! including:! ! 1)! 44! (19%)!
wrapping! mesenteric,! 50! (21%)! ileocaecal! mesenteric,! 30! (13%)!
omental! and!30! (13%)! subcutaneous!AT! from!CD!patientsH! and!40!
(17%)! ileocaecal! mesenteric,! 20! (9%)! omental,! and! 20! (9%)!
subcutaneous!AT!from!control!patients!(Figure!8.1).!To!explain!further,!
for!CD!patient!number!1!for!example,!a!total!number!of!10!wrapping!
mesentery,! 10! ileocaecal! mesentery,! 10! omental! and! 10!
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circumferential! vascular! sprouting,! the! AT! was! not! included! in! the!
analysis!of!vascular!sprouting!quantification!by!ImageJ.!But!initially!the!
test!group!(wrapping!and!mesenteric!AT)!and!the!control!group!were!
compared! in! the! present! or! absent! of! circumferential! vascular!
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sprouting.!Out!of!154,! total!samples!cultured! from!CD!tissue:!32/44!
(73%),! 30/50! (60%),! 21/30! (70%),! and! 13/30! (43%)! of! wrapping!
mesenteric,! ileocaecal! mesenteric,! omental! and! subcutaneous! AT!
demonstrated!vascular!sprouting!respectively.!The!difference!in!ratios!
were! not! statistically! significant! (X2(3)=7.5,! p=0.06)! (Figure! 8.2,! B).!
Furthermore,!out!of!80!total!samples!cultured!from!the!control!patients:!
38/40!(95%),!18/20!(90%),!and!15/20!(75%)!of!ileocaecal!mesenteric,!




To! investigate! differences! in! the! ability! of! AT! to! produce! vascular!
sprouting,! the! ratios! of! vascular! sprouting! of! each! tissue! type! was!
compared! between! the! CD! and! control! tissues.! The! ability! of!





















































































































































































The! extent! of! vascular! sprouting! was! quantified! using! the! imageJ!
software.! Briefly,! the! growth! surface! area! was! divided! on! the! AT!





The! extent! of! vascular! sprouting! was! significantly! lower! in! CD!
wrapping!mesenteric!(mean=4.1,!SD=3.8)! in!comparison!to!omental!!!
AT!harvested! from!CD!patients! (mean=8.1,!SD=5.4,!p<0.0001)!and!
AT!harvested! from!control!patients! including:! ! ileocaecal!mesentery!
(mean=4.9,! SD=3.2,! p<0.05),! and! subcutaneous! AT! (mean=5.6,!
SD=3.4,!p<0.05)!(Figure!8.3).!There!was!no!statistical!difference!in!the!
extent! of! vascular! sprouting! between! the! two! tissue! types! in! the!
“disease”!group!wrapping!mesenteric!AT!and! ileocaecal!mesenteric!
AT! (mean=!2.2,!SD=1.7)!and!subcutaneous!AT!harvested! from!CD!
patients! (mean=2.8,!SD=2.4).!The! latter!of!which! is!also!part!of! the!
control!group!(Figure!8.3).!Comparison!of!the!means!of!all!types!of!AT!
to! the! combined! extent! of! vascular! sprouting! in! both!wrapping! and!
ileocaecal!mesentery!of!CD!patients!(mean=3.2,!SD=3)!demonstrated!






















































































































































Figure% 8.4.% Combined% Crohn’s% disease% (CD)% wrapping% and% ileocaecal%
mesenteric%adipose%tissue%(AT)%(test%group)%comparison%to:%all%other%tissue%
types%individually%(AT%from%nonFCD%patients%and%subcutaneous%and%omental%







The! speed! of! vascular! sprouting! was! assessed! by! measuring! the!
extent! every! 6! hours,! starting! at! day! 2! until! day! 10,! on! the! same!






at! each! time! point! of! combined! wrapping! and!mesenteric! AT! (test!
group)! from! CD! patients! were! statistically! significantly! lower! in!
comparison!to!ileocaecal!mesenteric!(mean!diff.=?0.54,!95%!CI![?0.7H?
.04],! p<0.0001)! and! subcutaneous! AT! from! control! patients! (mean!
diff.=?1.2,! 95%!CI! [?1.4H?0.9],!p<0.0001).!Similarly,! the!main! column!
effect!of!difference!in!mean!was!also!statistically!significantly!lower!in!
comparison! to! omental! AT! (mean! diff.=?2,! 95%! CI! [?2.3H?1.9],!
p<0.0001)!from!CD!patients!(Figure!8.5).!However,!the!main!column!
effect! of! difference! in! mean! was! similar! in! comparison! to!
subcutaneous! AT! (mean! diff.=0.1,! 95%! CI! [?0.13H0.3])! from! CD!





































In! addition,! combined! CD! wrapping! and! mesenteric! ATs’! vascular!
sprouting! at! 6! hourly! different! time! points! compared! to! combined!
control! tissue!demonstrated!statistically!significantly! lower!means! in!
















Table% 8.1.% Means% of% the% extent% of% vascular% sprouting% at% 6% hourly% time% point,%
comparing%the%test%group%(Crohn’s%disease%wrapping%and%ileocaecal%mesenteric%
adipose% tissue(AT))% with% the% controls% group% (ileocaecal% mesentery,%
subcutaneous% and% omental% AT% from% nonFCD% patients% and% subcutaneous% and%
omental%AT%from%CD%patients).%
Time%point! Control! Disease! Difference! p%value!
6! 0.06! 0.03! 0.03! 0.92!
7! 0.09! 0.04! 0.04! 0.90!
8! 0.12! 0.06! 0.06! 0.86!
9! 0.17! 0.08! 0.08! 0.80!
10! 0.22! 0.11! 0.11! 0.75!
11! 0.27! 0.14! 0.13! 0.70!
12! 0.35! 0.18! 0.17! 0.60!
13! 0.44! 0.21! 0.23! 0.49!
14! 0.54! 0.26! 0.29! 0.39!
15! 0.66! 0.32! 0.35! 0.30!
16! 0.78! 0.36! 0.42! 0.20!
17! 0.90! 0.43! 0.47! 0.15!
18! 1.05! 0.48! 0.58! 0.08!
19! 1.18! 0.54! 0.64! 0.05!
20! 1.33! 0.60! 0.74! <0.05!
21! 1.49! 0.69! 0.80! <0.05!
22! 1.63! 0.79! 0.84! <0.05!
23! 1.80! 0.90! 0.90! <0.01!
24! 1.99! 0.99! 1.00! <0.01!
25! 2.23! 1.15! 1.08! <0.01!
26! 2.41! 1.25! 1.16! <0.001!
27! 2.62! 1.39! 1.23! <0.001!
28! 2.84! 1.52! 1.33! <0.001!
29! 3.04! 1.64! 1.40! <0.0001!
30! 3.24! 1.85! 1.40! <0.0001!
31! 3.45! 1.96! 1.49! <0.0001!
32! 3.62! 2.09! 1.53! <0.0001!
33! 3.89! 2.25! 1.64! <0.0001!
34! 4.11! 2.39! 1.72! <0.0001!
35! 4.32! 2.50! 1.82! <0.0001!
36! 4.56! 2.66! 1.90! <0.0001!
37! 4.77! 2.79! 1.98! <0.0001!
38! 4.97! 2.95! 2.02! <0.0001!






As! in! the!case!of!any! tissue! that! is! changing!mass,! it! is! tenable! to!
speculate! that! the!expanding!AT! in!CD,!described!as! fat!wrapping,!
would! be! accompanied! by! parallel! changes! in! microcirculation!
(Crandall!et!al.,!1997).!However,! if! that!expansion! is!pathological,! it!
might! be! detrimental! to! the! course! of! the! disease! and! may! be!
perpetuated!by!inadequate!angiogenic!mechanisms.!Hence,!balanced!
angiogenesis! is! required! for! the! synthesis! of! an! adequate! capillary!





mesentery,! a! multifaceted! study! was! carried! out! including:! tissue!
histology!and!immunohistochemistry,!angiogenic!genes!and!proteins!
expression! and! finally! a! functional! assay.! This! experiment! was!
designed! to! examine! the! angiogenic! capacity! of! CD! mesentery! in!
comparison! to! other! AT! types! from! CD! patients! and! controls.! The!
multiple!tissue!type!comparison!was!conducted!keeping!in!mind!that!
AT!may!differ!in!their!angiogenic!capacity.!For!example,!the!omentum!
was! reported! to! exhibit!more!marked! angiogenic! capacity! than! the!
subcutaneous!AT!(Villaret!et!al.,!2010).!Based!on!the!findings!in!the!
previous! experiments,! it! appears! that! the! angiogenic! genes! and!
proteins!are!down!regulated!in!the!mesenteric!AT!of!the!cohort!of!CD!
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and! demonstrates! that! the! mesenteric! AT! in! CD! patients! has!




CD!patients!was!significantly!slower! than! the!controls.! In!particular,!















with! increase! inflammation! (chapter! 3)! and! impaired! angiogenic!
capacity.!These! features! in!addition! to! the!dysregulated!angiogenic!
gene! expression! may! partly! explain! the! chronic! perpetuated!
imbalanced! inflammatory! (Borley! et! al.,! 2000)! and! angiogenic!
response!in!CD!mesenteric!adipose!tissue.!
!
Furthermore,! the! current! evidence! suggests! that! there! is! a! strong!
association!between!obesity!and!metabolic!syndrome!(Carey,!1998).!





by!mesenteric!hypertrophy! (Sheehan!et! al.,! 1992),! it! is! plausible! to!
speculate!that!the!lack!of!angiogenic!capacity!of!the!mesentery!AT!in!
CD!patients!in!this!experiment!with!the!presence!of!a!macroscopically!
expanding! mesentery! reflects! a! mass! that! is! not! sufficiently!






Another! important! finding! is! the! angiogenic! impairment! seen! in! the!
subcutaneous!AT!of!CD!patients.!Although,!CD!patients!are!generally!
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underweight! (O'Keefe,! 1996,! Beattie! et! al.,! 2006),! fat! distribution!




However,! in! CD! the! increased! intra?abdominal! AT! mass! is!
independent!of!body!mass!index!or!metabolic!abnormalities!(Schäffler!





in! this! study,! it! has! been! confirmed! on!many! levels! ! including! the!
matrigel! functional! assay,! that! angiogenesis! is! dysregulated! or!
impaired! in! the! mesenteric! AT! of! CD! patients.! Although! previous!
reports! indicated! an! enhanced! synthesis! of! inflammatory! and!
angiogenic! cytokines! in! CD! mesentery,! the! contrary! has! been!
demonstrated! in! this!cohort!of!CD!patients.!For!example,! leptin! is!a!
strong! proangiogenic! adipokine! (Carino! et! al.,! 2008)! that! promotes!
angiogenesis!in!benign!and!malignant!conditions!(Barbier!et!al.,!2003).!
The!gene!expression!of!leptin!was!down!regulated!by!four!fold!in!the!

















well?established! assay! for! angiogenesis! (Rojas?Rodriguez! et! al.,!








bias.! Furthermore,! the! study! of! functional! response! confirms! the!
findings! of! dysregulated! and! impaired! angiogenic! gene! and! protein!
expression! seen! in! the! previous! experiments! and! histological!
specimens!of!CD!mesentery,!described!in!previous!chapters,!4,!5!and!
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6.!This!was! the! first! time!to!examine!the!angiogenic!capacity!of! the!




Despite! the! strengths! described! above! there! are! unavoidable!
weaknesses!including!varieties!of!the!cell!types!found!in!the!cultured!
tissue.!Although!the!ATs’!angiogenic!capacity!may!be!dependant!on!
the! proangiogenic! and! antiangiogenic! adipokines! secreted! by! AT,!




Further! assessment! of! the! angiogenic! pathways,! and! mechanistic!
studies! are! required! to! understand! the! angiogenic! response! in! the!
mesentery! of! CD! and! how! this! contributes! to! the! pathogenesis.!
Assessments!of!the!gene!expression!and!functional!assay!at!a!cellular!
level!would!provide!a!more!complete!picture!and!would!set!the!scene!
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